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Abstract
Molecular simulations are used extensively to model processes in biophysics and bio-
chemistry. These methods approximate the intramolecular and intermolecular interac-
tions of the molecules in the system with a set of simplied mathematical expressions.
London dispersion forces account for a signicant portion of intermolecular inter-
actions. These interactions play an important role in condensed matter physics and
many biophysical phenomena. In this thesis, the eXchange-hole Dipole Moment model
(XDM) of density functional theory was used to evaluate the dispersion coecients
in popular molecular mechanical models that are often used for simulations of water,
organic molecules, and proteins. The dispersion coecients derived from XDM cal-
culations were compared to those extracted from molecular mechanical models with
parameters from the GAFF, CGenFF, and OPLS force elds. For the generalized
force elds, 88 organic molecules were evaluated. The Amber 14sb, OPLS-AA, and
CHARMM36 protein force elds were also evaluated using side chains models. Gen-
erally, the force eld molecular C6 dispersion coecients overestimate the XDM C6
dispersion coecients by 50{60%. Despite this, these models predict the solvation en-
ergies of these molecules correctly. This trend was attributed to the neglect of higher
order dispersion terms. In the empirical parameterization of these force elds, the
interaction energy that should arise from these higher order terms will be spuriously
added to the C6 term. In the nal chapter, a water model was developed with an
improved non-bonded potential that describes repulsive forces more accurately us-
ing an exponential Buckingham-type term and includes C6 and C8 dispersion terms.
High-performance GPU-CUDA and vectorized expressions for this potential were im-
plemented in OpenMM. The model is able to predict the structural, physical, and
transport properties of liquid water accurately.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Parts of this chapter have been published in the following articles:
 Walters, E., Mohebifar, M., Johnson, E.R., Rowley, C. N., Evaluating the Lon-
don Dispersion Coecients of Protein Force Fields Using the Exchange-Hole
Dipole Moment Model, J. Phys. Chem. B, 2018, 122 (26), 6690{6701 doi:
10.1021/acs.jpcb.8b02814
 Mohebifar, M., Johnson, E. R., Rowley, C. N., Evaluating Force-Field Lon-
don Dispersion Coecients Using the Exchange-Hole Dipole Moment Model, J.
Chem. Theory Comput., 2017 13 (12), 6146{6157 doi: 10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00522
1.1 Non-bonded Interactions
Non-bonded forces are a group of distance-dependent forces acting between atoms,
either of the same or dierent molecules. These interactions all originate from com-
plex electron{electron, proton{proton, and electron{proton Coulombic interactions,
2so they can be eectively simplied into pairwise electrostatic, Pauli repulsion in-
teractions, and London dispersion. Pairwise electrostatic interactions arise from un-
equally distributed charges in a molecule, which are typically approximated atom-
centered partial charges. Pauli repulsion forces act at very short distances due to the
Pauli exclusion principle. London dispersion is an attractive force between atoms and
molecules that results from uctuations in the electron density that create instanta-
neous electric moments. These electric moments induce electric moments in neighbor-
ing atoms, resulting in an attractive Coulombic interaction. This thesis explores how
London dispersion interactions are currently represented in computer simulations and
how this representation can be improved.
1.1.1 London Dispersion Interactions
Although the dispersion interaction between a pair of atoms is generally weak and
short range, these interactions amount to a signicant cohesive force in condensed
phases. They are notably signicant in determining the structure and function of
biomolecules like proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids [1; 2]. Dispersion is also an im-
portant factor in the stability of crystal phases and interfacial complexes [3; 4; 5].
Atomistic simulations of these materials require a molecular-mechanical force eld
that provides a realistic description of dispersion interactions.
1.1.2 Mathematical Description of London Dispersion Inter-
actions
The potential energy of London dispersion interactions can be well-approximated by
Vdisp;ij(rij) =  
X
n=6;8;10:::
Cn;ij
rnij
; (1.1)
3where rij is the distance between atomic pairs and the Cn;ij are coecients that
depend on the identity of the interacting pair [6]. In general, terms of order greater
than 10 are negligible due to their rapid decay as r increases [6], yielding
Vdisp(rij) =  C6;ij
r6ij
  C8;ij
r8ij
  C10;ij
r10ij
(1.2)
where C6;ij, C8;ij, and C10;ij are the dispersion coecients.
The Lennard-Jones potential also uses Eqn. 1.2 truncated at the C6 term [7],
VLJ;ij(rij) = Aij
r12ij
  C6;ij
r6ij
: (1.3)
The A=r12 term of this equation is intended to represent Pauli repulsion. Dispersion
interactions are represented only by the C6=r
6 term. More commonly, this potential
is dened in terms of the atomic radius () and well-depth (),
VLJ;ij(rij) = 4"ij
"
ij
rij
12
 

ij
rij
6#
; (1.4)
where C6;ij = 4"ij
6
ij.
In principle, parameters can be dened for each unique pair of atoms [8; 9; 10],
but the most common practice is to dene parameters for like-pairs and calculate the
parameters for unlike pairs using the Lorentz{Berthelot combination rule [11],
ij =
ii + jj
2
; ij =
p
iijj: (1.5)
A dierent expression for non-bonded interactions was proposed by Buckingham
to describe the interactions of noble gases [12],
4Vnb(r) = Aij  exp ( bij  rij)  C6;ij
r6ij
  C8;ij
r8ij
: (1.6)
Here, the repulsive interaction is described by the A  exp( b  r) term, where the
A and b parameters dene the strength of the repulsion. Dispersion interactions are
represented by the C6=r
6 and C8=r
8 terms. This potential has several advantages over
the Lennard-Jones potential. Pauli repulsion originates from the overlap of atomic
electron clouds at close range [13]. As the electron density of atoms follows expo-
nential decay, Pauli repulsion interactions can also be described in such a way. The
exponential term is a more realistic description of Pauli repulsion than the polynomial
A=r12 term, which is advantageous in simulations where strong attractive interactions,
high temperatures, or high pressures result in frequent repulsive contacts.
1.2 Molecular Mechanics
Molecular mechanics (MM) is a computational method to compute the potential en-
ergy surface of a molecular system using Newtonian physics. The functional form of
the equation of energy along with the parameter set is referred to as a force eld.
These force elds can be classied into two dierent groups: all-atoms and united
atom force elds. All-atom force elds treat each atom as a particle, whereas united-
atom force elds consider a group of atoms as one interaction center. The reduced
number of degrees of freedom and interactions in coarse grain models reduces the
computational cost of the calculations. When all the degrees of freedom are used in a
study, all-atom force elds should be used to maximize the accuracy of results. Force
elds typically represent both intramolecular interactions (i.e., bond, angle, and dihe-
dral energy contributions) and intermolecular interactions (i.e., electrostatic, London
dispersion, and repulsive interactions) [14].
5In these models, covalent bond stretching is usually represented by a spring-like
harmonic oscillator potential. The bond stretches and the angle bends are represented
using harmonic potentials. The electrostatic interactions are computed using the
Coulomb term, and the van der Waals interactions are calculated with a Lennard-
Jones potential [14].
Typical force elds describe the energy of systems by Eqn. 1.7.
Vtotal =
X
bond
Kb (r   r0)2 +
X
angles
K (   0)2 +
X
dihedral
K [1 + cos (n  )]
+
X
non-bonded pairs
 
4ij
"
ij
rij
12
 

ij
rij
6#
+
qiqj
4rij
! (1.7)
In this equation, Kb and r0 are the force constant and equilibrium bond length,
respectively. K and 0 are the equilibrium bond angle and bond angle constant,
respectively. K,  , and n are also the amplitude, shift, and periodicity of the
dihedral potentials. ij is the Lennard-Jones potential well depth and ij is the sum
of atomic radii. Also, qi and qj are the point charges located at the center of atoms i
and j.
1.3 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a powerful tool used to simulate the dynamics of a
molecular system using Newtonian physics. Molecular dynamics is usually used for
inherently disordered systems, such as liquids, in order to sample many possible cong-
urations. In this technique, the equations of motion of particles are solved numerically
using high-performance computers [15].
There are many numerical methods to integrate the equations of motion. Many
6simple but eective integrators can be derived from a second-order Taylor series ex-
pansion of the positions of the particles at a small time step in the future, t + t,
using the positions, velocities, and forces at the current time step, t [16; 17].
~x(t+ t) = ~x(t) + ~v(t)t+
1
2
~Fi(t)
mi
t2 (1.8)
Here, Fi and mi are the force imposed on particle i and its mass, respectively. Given
the positions ~x and velocities ~v at the current time t, we can calculate the positions
and velocities for some later time t+t. The time step t must be a very small value
(e.g., 1 fs) to minimize the numerical error.
Usually, molecular dynamics simulations are performed at a constant temperature.
Integrators like the Verlet algorithm can be coupled to a thermostat like the Nose{
Hoover thermostat [18; 19; 20]. To sample a constant pressure ensemble, the dynamics
can also be coupled to a barostat, such as the Nose{Hoover barostat [21].
1.3.1 Periodic Boundary Conditions
Molecular simulations are often used to predict the properties of bulk liquids; however,
the number of particles associated with even a small droplet of a liquid would be
prohibitively large to simulate. Instead, a periodic simulation cell is commonly used,
which mimics the bulk properties of a liquid while restricting the number of particles to
a limited number (e.g., 1,000{100,000 particles). By cutting o long-range non-bonded
interactions and using lattice-summation methods for the long range component, the
computational complexity of the pairwise interactions scales as O(n log(n)) [22], which
is tractable up to signicant scales on modern computers.
71.4 Determination of Dispersion Coecients
1.4.1 Molecular Mechanical Force Fields
The Lennard-Jones parameters used in molecular mechanical force elds are typi-
cally assigned empirically such that simulations using these parameters accurately
predict the properties of representative bulk liquids (e.g., density, enthalpy of vapor-
ization, dielectric constant, etc.) [10; 23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28], although some quan-
tum mechanics(QM)-based approaches have also been applied [29; 30; 31; 32; 33]. A
drawback of parameterizing Lennard-Jones parameters empirically is that the param-
eterization space has two dimensions per atom type (i.e., " and ), so this empirical
parameterization procedure may not result in a unique, physically-realistic set of pa-
rameters. For example, the Assisted Model Building with Energy Renement 14sb
(Amber 14sb) force eld uses Lennard-Jones parameters for the thiol sulfur atom
type of  = 3:64 A and  = 1:046 kJ/mol, yielding a dispersion coecient of 149 a.u.
[34]. For the same atom type, the Chemistry at Harvard Macromolecular Mechanics
(CHARMM36) force eld assigns parameters of  = 3:52 A and  = 1:59 kJ/mol,
yielding a dispersion coecient of 267 a.u. Further, because the underlying force eld
is approximate, the dispersion parameters can be assigned unphysical values in order
to compensate for other issues. In the past, there was no general method to validate
the parameters that come out of this process, so they are commonly treated as purely
empirical, unrestrained parameters.
1.4.2 Exchange-Hole Dipole Moment
The exchange-hole dipole moment (XDM) model provides a method for calculating
atomic and molecular dispersion coecients from a simple density-functional theory
(DFT) calculation [35; 36; 37]. XDM is based on second-order perturbation theory
8[38; 39] and uses the multipole moments for a reference electron and its exchange hole
as the source of the instantaneous moments that give rise to dispersion. It allows
non-empirical calculation of atomic and molecular dispersion coecients, to arbitrar-
ily high order [40], based on properties of the DFT electron density. Because the
atomic dispersion coecients are dependent on the electron density via the exchange
hole, they vary with local chemical environment [41] and implicitly include many-body
electronic eects [42; 43] (or Type A and B non-additive eects in Dobson's classi-
cation scheme [44]). In general, the computed molecular C6 coecients are accurate
to within ca. 10% when compared to experimental reference data [45].
1.5 The Signicance of Dispersion Interactions in
Biophysics
Dispersion interactions are signicant in many chemical and biophysical processes.
The hydrophobic eect is most commonly discussed in terms of changes in electro-
static interactions and entropy, but changes in dispersion interactions can also play a
signicant, albeit secondary, role. Water is a polar, hydrogen-bonding liquid, but wa-
ter molecules are only moderately polarizable, so the dispersion interaction between
a molecule and an aqueous solution is relatively weak. Conversely, biomolecules like
lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids are largely composed of more polarizable carbon
atoms, which results in stronger dispersion interactions. As a result, there can be
a large change in the strength of dispersion interactions when molecules transfer be-
tween dierent cellular environments or a biomolecule changes conformation such that
its exposure to aqueous solution changes.
For example, a signicant change in the strength of dispersion interactions can oc-
cur when a protein folds (Figure 1.1 A). The protein{solvent dispersion interactions
9A CB
Figure 1.1: Examples of biophysical processes that involve changes in dispersion inter-
actions. (a) Hydrocarbon side-chains (purple) of the protein barnase have dispersion
interactions with water when unfolded, but form stronger dispersion interactions with
each other in the folded state. (b) LSD (green) has stronger dispersion interactions
with the amino acid residues of the binding site of a GPCR membrane protein (ma-
genta) than with water molecules in solution. (c) Tamoxifen (green) has stronger dis-
persion interactions with the acyl chains of a lipid bilayer than with water molecules
in solution.
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decrease when a protein folds because a high proportion of side-chains are solvent-
exposed in unfolded states, but many of these residues are buried in the interior of
the protein in the folded states. Conversely, protein{protein dispersion interactions
become much stronger when a protein folds, largely because aliphatic hydrophobic
residues move into contact in the folded state. Early analysis of protein folding ener-
getics by Honig and coworkers [46] using a continuum model for the solvent concluded
that changes in dispersion interactions were not signicant in protein folding, although
more recent models have shown that more complete descriptions of dispersion inter-
actions are needed to achieve quantitative accuracy [1; 47; 48; 49; 50].
Another example of a biophysical process that involves a large change in disper-
sion interactions is the permeation of molecules through lipid bilayers (Figure 1.1
B). Hydrophobic solutes will generally have stronger dispersion interactions in the
membrane interior than they have with the aqueous solutions above and below the
bilayer [51; 52]. For example, in a simulation of tamoxifen permeating through a
POPC bilayer, the total dispersion interactions of tamoxifen become stronger when
the molecule moves from solution to the center of the bilayer.
A nal example where changes in dispersion interactions are signicant is the
binding of hydrophobic ligands to proteins (Figure 1.1 C). In the proteinaceous envi-
ronment, the ligand will have stronger interactions with the polarizable carbon atoms
of the protein than with the aqueous solution from which they originate. For example,
the Lennard-Jones interactions of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) become stronger
when this drug moves from solution into the binding site of a GPCR membrane pro-
tein. This is in keeping with the analysis of Roux and coworkers, who have shown
that increases in dispersion interactions are often the largest component of the Gibbs
energy of protein{ligand binding [53; 54].
The strength of the dispersion interactions in these simulations is sensitive to the
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Figure 1.2: Dispersion coecients of water models. The reference XDM value is
indicated by the dotted line. Values are taken from Ref. 55. The experimental value
is taken from Ref. 56.
parameters used in the force eld. Figure 1.2 shows the broad range of C6 coecients
used in popular water models that represent dispersion interactions through a single
Lennard-Jones term centered on the oxygen atom. For example, the C6 coecient of
the three-site transferable intermolecular potential (TIP3P) [57] model is 43.2 a.u.,
while the C6 coecient of the TIP4P/2005 [58] model is 53.4 a.u. The large varia-
tions in C6 aect the strength of the dispersion interactions between water and the
rest of the system. Stronger drug-water interactions reduce the degree to which dis-
persion facilitates the transfer of the drug from solution into the bilayer interior. The
wide variation of dispersion coecients in water models that have similar physical
properties suggests the potential for inconsistency in these simulations.
Each of these processes involves the hydrophobic eect, where there are competing
changes in dispersion interactions, electrostatic interactions, and entropy. For simu-
lations to describe these processes rigorously, each component, including dispersion,
must be represented accurately. In the most widely-used force elds, the only term
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that accounts for dispersion interactions is the C6=r
6 term of the Lennard-Jones po-
tential, so this term and its C6 parameters must describe the dispersion interactions
in these systems realistically.
1.6 Outline
The research present in this thesis focuses on London dispersion interactions in molec-
ular mechanical force elds for use in molecular simulations. Chapters 2 and 3 present
the comparison of dispersion coecients in molecular mechanical force elds with
those calculated using the QM-based XDM model. Motivated by the results of Chap-
ters 2 and 3, in Chapter 4, a new water force eld is developed using a Buckingham-
type non-bonded potential that includes higher-order dispersion interactions.
Chapter 2
Evaluating the Dispersion
Coecients of General Force Fields
for Organic Molecules Using XDM
This chapter is adapted with permission of the publisher from the article:
Mohebifar, M., Johnson, E. R., Rowley, C. N., Evaluating Force-Field London Disper-
sion Coecients Using the Exchange-Hole Dipole Moment Model, J. Chem. Theory
Comput., 2017, 13 (12), 6146{6157 doi: 10.1021/acs.jctc.7b00522
2.1 Abstract
London dispersion interactions play an integral role in materials science and bio-
physics. Force elds for atomistic molecular simulations typically represent disper-
sion interactions by the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential, using empirically-determined
parameters. These parameters are generally underdetermined and there is no straight-
forward way to test if they are physically realistic. Alternatively, the exchange-hole
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dipole moment (XDM) model from density-functional theory predicts atomic and
molecular London dispersion coecients from rst principles, providing an innova-
tive strategy to validate the dispersion terms of molecular-mechanical force elds.
In this work, the XDM model was used to obtain the London dispersion coecients
of 88 organic molecules relevant to biochemistry and pharmaceutical chemistry, and
the values are compared with those derived from the Lennard-Jones parameters of
the CHARMM generalized force eld (CGenFF), Generalized AMBER force eld
(GAFF), Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations (OPLS), and Drude polariz-
able force elds. The molecular dispersion coecients for the CGenFF, GAFF, and
OPLS models are systematically higher than the XDM-calculated values by a factor
of roughly 1.5, likely due to neglect of higher-order dispersion terms and premature
truncation of the dispersion-energy summation. The XDM dispersion coecients span
a large range for some molecular-mechanical atom types, suggesting an unrecognized
source of error in force-eld models, which assume that atoms of the same type have
the same dispersion interactions. Agreement with the XDM dispersion coecients
is even poorer for the Drude polarizable force eld. Popular water models were also
examined and TIP3P was found to have dispersion coecients similar to the experi-
mental and XDM references, although other models employ anomalously high values.
Finally, XDM-derived dispersion coecients were used to parameterize molecular-
mechanical force elds for ve liquids { benzene, toluene, cyclohexane, n-pentane,
and n-hexane { which resulted in improved accuracy in the computed enthalpies of
vaporization despite only having to evaluate a much smaller section of the parameter
space.
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2.2 Introduction
Molecular dynamics simulations of organic molecules often employ a generalized molecular-
mechanical force eld. These force elds dene parameters for the standard types of
chemical bonds and functional groups present in organic molecules, making it possible
to generate a force eld automatically for an arbitrary molecule. CGenFF [59], GAFF
[60], and OPLS [61] are popular generalized force elds. More recently, models that
are capable of describing induced polarization, such as Drude polarizable force elds,
have also been developed [62].
The CGenFF, GAFF, OPLS, and Drude force elds all account for inter-atomic
London dispersion interactions via the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential in terms of  and
. (Eqn. 1.4)
To reduce the number of parameters needed to dene the force eld, each atom
in the system is assigned an atom type. All atoms of the same type are assumed to
have the same Lennard-Jones parameters. The type of an atom is generally specied
by its element, hybridization, and bonding partners. The number and denition of
atom types vary widely between dierent force elds. For instance, for the molecules
studied in this paper, the CGenFF, GAFF, and OPLS force elds have 67, 32, and
153 atom types, respectively.
The  and  parameters for molecular-mechanical force elds are typically assigned
by performing simulations of bulk liquids using various parameter sets. For each set
of parameters, properties like the density and enthalpy of vaporization of the neat
liquid are calculated. The parameters that yield the most accurate properties are
used as the standard Lennard-Jones potential for that atom type. While this practice
has been eective, there are several associated drawbacks. This procedure assumes
the Lennard-Jones parameters are transferable to atoms of the same type in other
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molecules. Additionally, tting parameters to properties of bulk liquids becomes more
dicult for polyatomic molecules because the Lennard-Jones parameters for multiple
atom types must be t simultaneously. Both  and  are treated as free parameters
of empirical force elds, along with hundreds of other parameters. This creates the
possibility that the parameterization procedure will generate values for  and  that
are not true representations of Pauli repulsion and 6th-order dispersion, but rather
capture a broad range of intermolecular interactions in these terms.
The need for greater accuracy in molecular simulations has spurred eorts to
validate force eld parameters. The Virtual Chemistry database provides structures
and topology les for simulations of molecular liquids with the CGenFF, GAFF, and
OPLS force elds. This provides an extensive test set to evaluate the accuracy of the
force-eld parameters. Simulations of molecular liquids in this test set have shown
that the computational predictions can be signicantly in error for some properties,
although it is not always apparent which parameter(s) require adjustment. The ability
of XDM to compute atomic dispersion coecients from rst principles provides a
novel way of determining if the C6 dispersion coecients of a force eld are physically
realistic. This can be used to highlight where the Lennard-Jones term of the force
eld could be serving to approximate other associative interactions rather than true
London dispersion interactions.
This work presents the calculation of C6 coecients using the XDM model on 88
molecules from the Virtual Chemistry force-eld test set. The calculated coecients
are compared to those derived from the Lennard-Jones parameters for the CGenFF,
GAFF, OPLS, and Drude force elds. Revised force elds for liquid benzene, toluene,
and cyclohexane are derived based on the XDM dispersion coecients.
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2.3 Computational Methods
2.3.1 XDM Calculations
XDM dispersion coecients were calculated for a set of 88 molecules relevant to
biochemistry and pharmaceutical chemistry. Gas-phase structures from the Virtual
Chemistry database were taken as the initial geometries. These structures were energy
minimized with the PBE0 functional [63] and the def2-SVP basis set [64] using ORCA
3.0 [65]. Further geometry optimization was then performed with PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ
using Gaussian 09 [66]. Single-point energy calculations with PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ
were carried out to generate the wavefunction les needed to determine the XDM
dispersion coecients. This method has been shown to be reliable for predicting
the molecular electrostatic properties of small molecules [67]. The XDM dispersion
coecients were calculated from the PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ wavefunction les using the
postg program [36; 68; 69]. A Python script that automates the parsing of dispersion
coecients from the output of postg is available through GitHub [70]. Force eld
parameters for molecules in the Virtual Chemistry test set were extracted from the
published itp les [71]. The equations for conversion of these parameters to a C6
coecient in atomic units are given in the appendix A.
2.3.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Simulations to parameterize molecular-mechanical force elds were performed using
GROningen MAchine for Chemical Simulations (GROMACS) 5.1.4 [72]. The simu-
lations were performed under periodic boundary conditions with unit cells contain-
ing 1000 molecules. Where possible, initial coordinates were taken from the Virtual
Chemistry database. In the remaining cases, initial coordinates were generated us-
ing the GROMACS insert-molecules module. A Parrinello{Rahman barostat [73; 73]
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and Nose{Hoover thermostat [19; 74] were used in order to sample the isothermal-
isobaric ensembles. Electrostatic interactions were calculated using Particle Mesh
Ewald (PME) with a grid spacing of 1 A. Lennard-Jones interactions were calculated
using the lattice-sum method [75]. Properties were calculated from a 1 ns simulation
to equilibrate the system followed by a 1 ns simulation to sample the properties.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Molecular Dispersion Coecients
The molecular C6 dispersion coecients for the molecules in the test set were cal-
culated using XDM and the force-eld parameters. The correlations between the
molecular XDM dispersion coecients and the molecular dispersion coecients for
the CGenFF, GAFF, and OPLS force elds are plotted in Figure 2.1. There is a sys-
tematic trend for the force elds to overestimate the molecular dispersion coecients,
with regression coecients of 1.53, 1.59, and 1.55 for the CGenFF, GAFF, and OPLS
force elds, respectively. This suggests that the dispersion interactions in molecular
liquids will be overestimated by these molecular-mechanical force elds.
The overestimation of dispersion coecients in these force elds may be the result
of the neglect of some components of the intermolecular interactions. Because the C6
coecients are parameterized to empirical liquid properties, the C6 coecients will
be assigned spuriously large values to compensate for these neglected intermolecular
interactions. For instance, the generalized force-eld models use xed atomic charges
to represent electrostatic interactions. This neglects electrostatic interactions due
to induced polarization, so the C6 coecients of these force elds may have been
overestimated to compensate for the underestimation of electrostatic interactions.
The development of polarizable molecular-mechanical models is one route to address
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Figure 2.1: Correlation between the molecular dispersion coecients of the (a)
CGenFF, (b) GAFF, and (c) OPLS force elds and XDM. Each point represents
a single molecule of the Virtual Chemistry test set.
these issues.
Stone attributed the tendency for force eld C6 coecients to be larger than
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physically-motivated values to the neglect of 8th- and 10th-order dispersion inter-
actions in the Lennard-Jones interaction potential [31]. This is consistent with the
results of quantum chemical calculations, which showed that the C8 dispersion term
accounts for ca. 30% of the dispersion energy in both molecular dimers [76] and in
molecular crystals [77]. A moderate increase in the magnitude of the C6 dispersion
terms can compensate for the neglect of higher-order terms, because these terms are
much shorter-range than the 6th-order terms. Non-bonded potentials that include
higher-order dispersion coecients have been proposed in the past [78], but have
not been widely adopted. The rigorous inclusion of higher-order dispersion terms in
molecular-mechanical force elds may result in more accurate calculations of disper-
sion interactions and C6 coecients that are in better agreement with the experi-
mental and XDM values. XDM provides a rst-principles method of obtaining these
coecients, which greatly simplies the parameterization of these additional terms.
Although many-body eects are sometimes invoked as a neglected source of dis-
persion energy, analysis using methods like XDM have generally found that pairwise
interactions account for the bulk of the dispersion interaction, while non-additive
many-atom dispersion is slightly repulsive in general and only accounts for a very
small fraction of the total dispersion energy [40; 79; 80].
Finally, the widespread practice of applying a switching function to terminate the
Lennard-Jones interaction at a moderate distance (e.g., 12 A) has also caused the
force eld C6 dispersion coecients to be exaggerated. This truncation is also used
when the force eld is parameterized, so the parameterization procedure of some force
elds tends to assign a spuriously large C6 coecient to the parameterized atoms to
compensate for the neglected long-range dispersion interactions (although a correc-
tion is made for this approximation in some force elds). Fisher et al. found that the
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Table 2.1: Calculated liquid properties obtained with force elds for which the molec-
ular C6 coecients dier from the XDM values by a wide margin. The data are taken
from Ref. 83. Several molecules that contain sulfur or bromine atoms have enthalpies
of vaporization that are signicantly dierent from the experimental values. Disper-
sion coecients, densities, and enthalpies of vaporization are given in atomic units,
kg=m3, and kJ=mol respectively.
Force eld Molecule C6;FF C6;XDM  expt.  calc. Hvap expt. Hvap calc.
CGenFF dibromomethane 2227.7 961.6 2496.8 2435.3 37.67 43.53
GAFF dibromomethane 2191.2 961.6 2496.8 1962.8 37.67 28.83
GAFF 1-bromobutane 3436.0 1933.3 1275.1 1176.4 36.60 35.98
CGenFF 1,2-ethanedithiol 2630.8 1493.1 1113 1167 41.85 48.16
OPLS 1,2-ethanedithiol 2600.4 1493.1 1113 1157 41.85 46.68
enthalpies of vaporization of liquids in the Virtual Chemistry test set were systemat-
ically overestimated when the long-range dispersion interactions were calculated [81],
which is consistent with our conclusion that the dispersion coecients for these force
elds are larger than they should be on physical grounds. For homogeneous systems,
there are methods of correcting for the neglected long-range dispersion interactions
without explicitly calculating them using a lattice-summation method [82], although
this has not been used universally in force eld parameterization. The redevelop-
ment of force elds to include long-range dispersion interactions would likely result in
smaller C6 dispersion parameters.
If the force eld signicantly underestimates or overestimates the molecular C6
coecient relative to the XDM value, the simulated physical properties of the liquid
are often greatly in error. For example, the GAFF force eld overestimates the total
dispersion coecient of compounds containing bromine, such as dibromomethane and
1-bromobutane, by a large margin. As shown in Table 2.1, the density and enthalpy of
vaporization of these compounds are signicantly in error when anomalously-large C6
parameters are used to simulate these liquids. In agreement with our analysis, Adluri
et al. showed that the GAFF and CGenFF Lennard-Jones parameters for bromine
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are not optimal [27]. The bromine dispersion coecients for the reparameterized force
eld were closer to the XDM values (206.7 a.u. and 163.1 a.u. for the revised CGenFF
and GAFF models, respectively). The CGenFF and OPLS force elds also predict
anomalously high molecular dispersion coecients for 1,2-ethanedithiol. These models
overestimate the density and enthalpy of vaporization (Table 2.1).
2.4.2 Atomic Dispersion Coecients
A comparison of the force-eld and XDM homoatomic C6 dispersion coecients al-
lows the validity of force-eld atom typing to be assessed and reveals whether the
systematic overestimation of the dispersion coecients can be traced to particular el-
ements. The average of the homoatomic dispersion coecients for each element, and
the accompanying standard deviation, were calculated for the full test set and are re-
ported in Table 2.2. The force-eld dispersion coecients for each chemically-unique
atom in the test set are plotted against the equivalent XDM dispersion coecients in
Figure 2.2. A more narrow distribution that is restricted to H, C, N, and O atoms is
presented in Figure 2.3.
In general, the XDM dispersion coecients span a modest range for a given ele-
ment, with coecients of variation that range from 0.01 for uorine to 0.11 for oxygen
and nitrogen. This suggests that, for organic compounds, variations in the chemical
environment of an atom do not drastically aect the strength of its dispersion in-
teractions (although this is not the case for metals [42] and for changing oxidation
states [41]). Thus, physically-realistic force elds should only have moderate devia-
tions from the average dispersion coecient for each element. The comparisons of
the force-eld and XDM homoatomic dispersion coecients are discussed for each
element throughout this section.
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Table 2.2: Average values of the homoatomic C6 dispersion coecients in atomic
units, grouped by element, for the compounds in the Virtual Chemistry test set. The
breadth of the distribution of dispersion coecients for a given element is indicated by
its standard deviation. For the XDM values, this represents the spread of dispersion
coecients for an element due to the variety of chemical environments in the test set.
For the MM models, this reects that various atom types with dierent Lennard-Jones
parameters are used to represent the same element.
Element XDM CGenFF GAFF OPLS
H 2:5 0:2 1:7 0:7 1:2 0:5 1:7 0:7
C 22:0 1:3 40:4 9:1 44:4 5:2 39:4 9:8
N 15:9 1:8 44:3 20:9 58:2 0:0 59:6 6:1
O 12:6 1:4 34:6 16:7 43:7 6:2 38:3 7:2
F 8:2 0:1 9:9 0:8 16:3 0:0 9:9 0:8
S(II) 91:8 2:6 212:7 54:4 149:0 0:0 205:9 55:5
S(IV) 58 208 145 149
Cl 70:8 1:5 154:0 3:8 135:0 0:0 135:0 0
Br 134:2 2:2 238:0 0:0 356:0 0:0 238:0 0
Hydrogen
The force-eld dispersion coecients for hydrogen atoms are systematically under-
estimated relative to the XDM values. As shown in Table 2.2, the average XDM
C6 coecient for hydrogen atoms is 2.5 a.u., which is higher than the averages of
1.7 a.u., 1.2 a.u., and 1.7 a.u. for the CGenFF, GAFF, and OPLS force elds, respec-
tively. As hydrogen atoms have relatively weak dispersive and repulsive interactions
in comparison to their parent atoms, Lennard-Jones parameters of hydrogen atoms
are sometimes assigned somewhat arbitrary parameters or are even neglected in some
cases.
XDM calculates atom-in-molecule dispersion coecients by using the Hirshfeld
[84] method to partition the molecular electron density into atomic regions, although
the choice of partitioning scheme is somewhat arbitrary. Partitioning of the electron
density between hydrogen atoms and their parent atoms is particularly sensitive to
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Figure 2.2: Correlation between the homoatomic dispersion coecients of the (a)
CGenFF, (b) GAFF, and (c) OPLS force elds and XDM. Each point represents a
unique atom from the Virtual Chemistry set.
the method used. The choice of the Hirshfeld method causes the hydrogen atoms
to account for a greater portion of the molecular dispersion interactions than do the
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Figure 2.3: Correlation between the homoatomic dispersion coecients of the (a)
CGenFF, (b) GAFF, and (c) OPLS force elds and XDM, restricted to C6;XDM =
[0; 100 a.u.], enclosing H, C, N, O, and F atoms.
force elds. Newer methods, like the Iterative Hirshfeld Method [85], could yield
hydrogen C6 dispersion coecients closer to the force-eld values. The net dispersion
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interaction for an atom and its bound hydrogens is more consistent between dierent
partitioning schemes. These grouped dispersion coecients also show a systematic
overestimation of dispersion coecients by the force-eld models.
Carbon
Carbon atoms have sizable dispersion coecients due to their high polarizability
(hC6;XDMi = 22:0  1:3 a.u.). Bonding partners have the largest eect on the dis-
persion coecient of carbon atoms. As shown in Figure 2.4, the XDM dispersion
coecient of the electron-poor tertiary carbon of t-butylamine is particularly low,
with a value of 18.7 a.u. At the other extreme, the -carbon of 1,1-dichloroethene has
a C6 coecient of 25.6 a.u.
Cl
Cl
25.6
24.9
70
70
NH2
17.4
18.7
16.4
Figure 2.4: The atomic XDM dispersion coecients (blue, a.u.) for electron-rich
carbon atoms, such as those in 1,1-dichloroethene, and those of electron-poor carbon
atoms like those of t-butylamine.
The force elds all overestimate the majority of the carbon dispersion coecients,
with the average values roughly a factor of two higher than the XDM values (Ta-
ble 2.2). Moreover, the force elds give a much larger range of dispersion coecients
for carbon than obtained with XDM. The CGenFF force eld shows a particularly
broad range; the lowest C6 value is 19.0 a.u. for methyl-group carbons (atom type
CG311) and the highest is 65.4 a.u. for carbonyl carbons (atom type CG2O1). Of the
three force elds, GAFF has the most narrow range of C6 coecients for carbon, but
still gives a standard deviation of  = 5:2 a.u. compared to  = 1:3 a.u. with XDM.
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Figure 2.5: Examples of XDM dispersion coecients (a.u.) for methyl-group carbon
atoms.
Conversely, within some force-eld carbon atom types, the XDM dispersion co-
ecients show signicant variation. For instance, the CGenFF CG331 atom type
represents all methyl groups. This type includes the electron-decient methyl group
of N-methylformamide, which has an XDM dispersion coecient of 20.8 a.u. (Fig-
ure 2.5). At the other extreme, the XDM-computed dispersion coecient range from
22 a.u. to 23 a.u. for carbons bound to bromine or sulfur, as in dimethyl sulde
or bromoethane. The XDM dispersion coecients also span a signicant range for
aromatic carbons (Figure 2.6), such as those represented by the CGenFF CG2R61
atom type. The computed XDM coecients for this atom type range between 21.5{
25.5 a.u. The dispersion coecients of carbon atoms in electron-rich heteroaromatics,
like furan and pyrrole, range between 24{25 a.u., which is incrementally higher than
the value of 23.6 a.u. calculated for benzene. There is also a signicant variation in the
C6 coecients of aromatic carbons due to substituent eects. For example, the ipso
carbon of anisole has a C6 coecient of 21.9 a.u., but the para-carbon has a dispersion
coecient of 23.8 a.u. As force elds use the same dispersion coecients for all atoms
of the same type, the calculated strength of interatomic dispersion interactions could
be in error by up to 10% due to the use of atom types.
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Figure 2.6: Examples of XDM dispersion coecients (a.u.) for carbon atoms in
aromatic systems.
Nitrogen
XDM predicts nitrogen atoms to have dispersion interactions of moderate strength,
with an average C6 coecient of 15.9 a.u. Nitrogen atoms have one of the broadest
distributions of C6 coecients for this test set; electron-poor amide nitrogens have
particularly low dispersion coecients (e.g. 13.4 a.u. in N-methylformamide), while
electron-rich alkyl nitrogens have high dispersion coecients (e.g. 17.2 a.u. in ethane-
1,2-diamine). The XDM dispersion coecients for these molecules are presented in
Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Examples of XDM dispersion coecients (a.u.) for an electron-poor
amide nitrogen (N-methylformamide) and an electron-rich amine nitrogen (ethane-
1,2-diamine).
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The dispersion coecients for nitrogen atoms are systematically overestimated
by the GAFF and OPLS force elds, which give average C6 values of 58.2 a.u. and
59.6 a.u., respectively. The CGenFF coecients for amines are somewhat closer to
the XDM values (12{34 a.u. for CGenFF vs. 14{17 a.u. for XDM), but the coe-
cients for amide nitrogens (i.e., NG2S0, NG2S1, NG2S1, NG2S2, and NG2S3 atom
types) are assigned an anomalously large value (74.5 a.u.). The XDM coecients for
these atoms are actually lower than the average for nitrogen atoms, ranging from 12{
15 a.u. The CGenFF amide-nitrogen parameters are shared with the protein backbone
of the CHARMM36 force eld [86]. The Lennard-Jones parameters for these amide
nitrogens were adjusted to provide more accurate backbone hydrogen bonding, but
this appears to have caused the C6 dispersion coecient to be anomalously high. Al-
though this modication of the Lennard-Jones parameters may describe the energetics
of short-range interactions more accurately, the long-range dispersion interactions will
be overestimated as a result.
Oxygen
The XDM C6 coecients for oxygen are generally smaller than those of carbon and
nitrogen (hC6;Oi = 12:6 a.u.) and span a fairly narrow range of values (O = 1:4
a.u.). Electron-rich carbonyl oxygens have coecients in the 13{15 a.u. range, while
alcohols have smaller coecients, between 12{12.5 a.u. The oxygen C6 parameters
from the three force elds are considerably larger than the XDM values. CGenFF has
the smallest oxygen dispersion coecients, with an average of 34.6 a.u. Carbonyl and
ether oxygens are only moderately overestimated (C6 < 30 a.u.), but the coecients
for alcohols are 4{5 times larger than the XDM values (e.g., 53.9 a.u. for OG311).
The average C6 coecients of the GAFF and OPLS force elds are systematically
higher than the XDM values across most oxygen atom types, by factors of 3.5 and
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3.0, respectively. For these force elds, the strengths of dispersion interactions for
oxygen atoms are similar to those for carbon atoms, despite oxygen's much lower
polarizability.
Sulfur
For sulfur, results for the II and IV oxidation states will be considered separately due
to the large eect of oxidation state on C6 dispersion coecients [41]. The average
XDM dispersion coecient for S(II) atoms is 91.8 a.u. and the standard deviation is
2.6 a.u. The coecient averages for the CGenFF and OPLS models are overestimated
by more than a factor of two and the range of values are extremely large, with standard
deviations of 54.5 and 55.5 a.u., respectively. For the CGenFF force eld, this is
because of the dierence between the disulde and sulde atom types; the SG301
atom type (C{S{S{C) has a dispersion coecient of 209 a.u., while the SG311 atom
type (SH, {S{) has a dispersion coecient of 268 a.u.
Sulfolane is the only compound in the test set where the sulfur atom is in the IV
oxidation state. The XDM C6 coecient for this atom (57.8 a.u.) is signicantly lower
than for the S(II) atoms. The CGenFF and OPLS force elds assign the S(IV) atom
type (SG302) a dispersion coecient of 208 a.u., which is lower than for S(II), although
it is still overestimated relative to XDM. The GAFF force eld assigns S(IV) the same
Lennard-Jones parameters as S(II). Given that the sulfur dispersion coecients are
very sensitive to the oxidation state, several distinct sets of Lennard-Jones parameters
should be determined for this element.
Halogens
Fluorine has a small XDM dispersion coecient (hC6;F i = 8:2 a.u.), consistent with
its low atomic polarizability. The standard deviation of these values is small ( =
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0:1 a.u.), suggesting that a single set of Lennard-Jones parameters are appropriate
for uorine atoms in organouorines. The uorine CGenFF and OPLS force-eld
dispersion coecients are in reasonable agreement with the XDM values, although
the dispersion coecients for GAFF are roughly double the XDM value.
Chlorine has a large average XDM dispersion coecient (hC6i = 70:8 a.u.), but
also has a relatively small standard deviation ( = 1:0 a.u.). The force-eld dispersion
coecients for chlorine are much larger than the XDM values. The GAFF and OPLS
force eld share Lennard-Jones parameters for chlorine, so their C6 coecients are
also the same (C6 = 135 a.u.), while the CGenFF force eld assigns even larger values
(hC6;Cli = 154 a.u.).
Bromine has the largest XDM dispersion coecients in the test set (hC6i =
134 a.u.). The bromine dispersion coecients are overestimated by all three force
elds. In particular, the GAFF force eld grossly overestimates the strength of the
bromine C6, with an average value of 356 a.u. The performance of GAFF for the
physical properties of organobromine liquids is notably poor, suggesting that the
GAFF Lennard-Jones parameters are not physically realistic. Adluri et al. showed
that the GAFF model for bromomethane could be improved by reparameterizing the
Lennard-Jones terms for Br [27].
2.4.3 The Drude Force Field
The Drude force eld incorporates the eect of induced polarization by adding charged
\Drude" particles that are harmonically tethered to their parent atoms [87]. This
model uses a Lennard-Jones potential to represent dispersion interactions, although
the parameters for these models generally need to be ret so that they are appropri-
ate for molecules interacting through dierent Coulombic-interaction terms that are
present in polarizable force elds. To evaluate the dispersion parameters of the Drude
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model, the XDM dispersion coecients were calculated for 73 molecules from the July
2015 revision of the Drude force eld. The correlation between the Drude and XDM
C6 coecients is presented in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Correlation between the homoatomic dispersion coecients calculated
using the Drude force eld and XDM. Each point represents a unique atom from the
test set of molecules available in the current version of the Drude force eld. (b)
Correlation between the Drude and XDM molecular C6 dispersion coecients. Each
point represents a single molecule of the test set.
The correlation between the XDM and Drude molecular C6 coecients is poorer
than for the non-polarizable models; the regression coecient is 1.67 and the coe-
cient of determination is 0.81 (Figure 2.8 (b)). The distribution of atomic dispersion
coecients for the Drude force eld is extremely wide, with values ranging from 20 a.u.
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Table 2.3: Homoatomic dispersion coecients (in atomic units) for Drude atom types
where the force-eld C6 is much larger than the corresponding XDM value.
Atom type Environment XDM Drude
CD31FA C1 carbon of carbohydrates 19.8 110.1
ND2R5D GUA/ADE 5-member ring 13.4 128.7
OD2C2B carboxylate O, anionic phosphate, lipids 12.0 103.2
ND2A3 amide, tertiary DMA 12.5 131.7
SD31A alkyl thiol sulfur 96.4 298.5
to more than 100 a.u. for some C, N, and O atom types (Figure 2.8 (a)). The disper-
sion coecients for sulfur, spanning between 200 and 300 a.u., are also overestimated
by a large margin. As with the non-polarizable force elds, the systematic overesti-
mation of the dispersion coecients is likely due to neglect of higher-order C8 terms
and premature truncation of the dispersion-energy summation.
The poor correlation between Drude and XDM dispersion coecients is exacer-
bated by ve atom types where the force-eld dispersion coecient is several times
larger than the corresponding XDM value (Table 2.3). Atypically large Lennard-Jones
 parameters have been assigned to these atoms. For example, atom type ND2R5D,
which represents the nitrogen at the 9 position of purines, has an  parameter of
 0:23 kcal/mol, which is a factor of 2 larger than is typical for nitrogen atom types.
The procedure that determined these parameters included unconventional target data,
such as QM interaction energies and lattice energies [88; 89; 90]. These terms are less
sensitive to the Lennard-Jones parameters than traditional parameterization target
data, like the density or enthalpy of vaporization, so it is possible that the parameters
were over-t. Imposing constraints on the Lennard-Jones parameters to ensure that
the C6 coecients are in the typical range for each element would be a simple way
of avoiding parameters that cause the long-range dispersion interactions to become
unrealistically large.
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2.4.4 Water Models
One of the most common applications of generalized force elds is to simulate organic
solutes in an aqueous solution. A wide range of water models are available, including
models with charges at the three atomic centers (e.g., TIP3P), models with an o-
center charge (e.g., TIP4P), and polarizable water models (e.g., SWM4-NDP). The
generalized force elds evaluated here are typically used with the TIP3P water model.
The TIP3P model overestimates the dielectric constant and diusivity of water [91], so
there has been interest in adopting water models that describe the properties of water
more accurately. To describe solvation properly, the dispersion coecients of the
water model must be balanced with those of the solute force eld. The C6 dispersion
coecients for 11 popular water models are presented in Table 2.4.
A molecular C6 coecient for H2O of 45.4 a.u. has been estimated by Zeiss and
Meath using photoabsorption and high energy inelastic scattering experiments [56].
XDM is in close agreement with this value, with a predicted C6 coecient of 45.8 a.u.
The TIP3P, TIP3P-FB, SPC/E, OPC3, TIP4P, and TIP4P-Ew water models have
C6 coecients that are close to the experimental value, ranging from 43 to 49 a.u.
The TIP4P-FB, TIP4P/2005, and SWM6-NDP models modestly overestimate the
dispersion coecient, ranging from 50{55 a.u. The SWM4-NDP and TIP4P-D models
overestimate the C6 coecient by a large margin, with values of 63.7 and 65.3 a.u.,
respectively.
Our analysis of the molecular C6 coecients of the generalized force elds in Sec-
tion 2.4.1 indicated that the dispersion interactions are systematically overestimated
in comparison to the predictions by XDM. In contrast, many of the water models used
in combination with these force elds have dispersion coecients that are comparable
to the water dispersion coecient calculated by XDM or determined experimentally.
This suggests that the coecients for the dispersion interaction between TIP3P-model
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Table 2.4: Molecular C6 coecients for various molecular-mechanical water models
that include a Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential to represent dispersion. The XDM value
was calculated for a single gas-phase water molecule using PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ.
Water model C6 (a.u.) Ref.
TIP3P 43.2 57
TIP3P-FB 46.6 93
SPCE 45.4 94
TIP4P 44.3 57
TIP4P-Ew 47.4 95
TIP4P-FB 52.3 93
TIP4P/2005 53.4 58
TIP4P-D 65.3 96
OPC3 48.5 97
SWM4-NDP 63.7 98
SWM6 50.3 99
XDM 45.8 this work
exptl. 45.4 56
water and a solute described using one of these generalized force elds could be un-
balanced. Best et al. found that water{protein interactions were predicted to be too
strong and had to be attenuated to describe intrinsically disordered proteins correctly
[92].
2.4.5 Force Field Development using XDM-Derived Disper-
sion Coecients
To test if XDM-derived C6 coecients can be used to parameterize a molecular-
mechanical force eld, we developed new Lennard-Jones parameters for benzene,
toluene, cyclohexane, n-pentane, and n-hexane using XDM data. The internal energy
terms and atomic charges of the CGenFF force eld models of these molecules were
used without modication, but the atomic Lennard-Jones parameters were selected
such that the molecular C6 dispersion coecient is near the XDM value.
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To perform the tting for benzene, toluene, and cyclohexane, a 4-dimensional grid
of "H , H , "C , and C was considered for each unique C{H pair of CGenFF atom
types (see Table 2.6). The Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters for the sp2 carbons and
bonded hydrogens for benzene were transferrable to toluene and, as such, only the
additional parameters for the methyl-group atoms were t to the toluene reference
data. Parameter sets yielding a molecular dispersion coecient that deviated from the
XDM value by more than a given threshold were discarded (see Table 2.6). Molecular
dynamics simulations were performed using the remaining parameter sets to calculate
the density and enthalpy of vaporization of the liquid. Dispersion interactions were
calculated using the LJ-PME method so that long-range dispersion interactions were
included [81]. The enthalpy of vaporization was calculated from the average potential
energy of the liquid simulation,
Hvap = RT + hVpotigas   hVpotiliquid: (2.1)
The nal, optimum parameters were those that yielded the lowest deviation from
experiment based on the target function,
(; ") =

exptl:   calc
exptl:
2
+

Hvap;exptl:  Hvap;calc
Hvap;exptl:
2
; (2.2)
The parameters for the linear alkanes were determined by the same XDM-constrained
parameterization procedure, but only the top 5 parameter pairs from the search for the
analogous sp3 carbon atom types from cyclohexane and toluene were considered. This
procedure successfully identied eective parameters from only 25 MD simulations of
trial parameters.
Both the densities and enthalpies of vaporization predicted using the new param-
eters are in good agreement with the experimental values and are in better agreement
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Table 2.5: Physical properties of 5 dierent liquids calculated using the original
CGenFF force eld and a reparameterized force eld (FF-XDM). Units are kg/m3
and kcal/mol for density () and enthalpy of vaporization (Hvap), respectively.
Compound
FF-XDM CGenFF Exptl.
 Hvap  Hvap  Hvap
benzene 869 33.6 861 28.5 876 33.9
toluene 872 38.3 864 46.7 865 38.1
cyclohexane 766 31.8 783 35.3 778 32.0
n-pentane 621 20.6 628 11.9 626 26.2
n-hexane 667 34.05 666 27.91 655 31.51
Table 2.6: Parameterization space for Lennard-Jones parameters of dispersion-bound
liquids. The range of Lennard-Jones  and  parameters in the search for each atom
type is given. 10 parameters in that range were evaluated, yielding 10000 potential
parameter combinations. The percentage of parameter combinations eliminated by
the XDM criteria and the allowable deviation of the force eld molecular C6 from the
XDM value are also given.
Compound
Atom  range  range Parameter space XDM deviation
type (A) (kcal/mol) reduction (%) threshold
benzene
CG2R61 [3:380; 3:720] [0:214; 0:372]
94:86% 5%
HGR61 [2:250; 2:590] [0:047; 0:204]
toluene
CG331 [3:553; 3:753] [0:279; 0:374]
98:69% 1:5%
HGA3 [2:288; 2:488] [0:053; 0:148]
cyclohexane
CG321 [3:481; 3:681] [0:187; 0:282]
98:11% 1%
HGA2 [2:288; 2:488] [0:099; 0:194]
than the original CGenFF parameters in some cases (Table 2.5). This is particu-
larly true for the enthalpies of vaporization. Between 95{98% of potential parameters
combinations were excluded by the XDM criteria, making this approach much more
ecient than a traditional grid search of the Lennard-Jones parameter space. This
suggests that XDM molecular dispersion coecients can provide bounds for Lennard-
Jones parameters that limit the parameter space to physically-realistic values.
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2.5 Conclusions
The XDM method was used to calculate the C6 dispersion coecients of 88 molecules
from the Virtual Chemistry test set. These density-functional-theory-derived disper-
sion coecients were compared to dispersion coecients dened through the Lennard-
Jones potential parameters of the CGenFF, GAFF, and OPLS molecular-mechanical
force elds.
All three force elds systematically overestimate the molecular dispersion coe-
cients relative to XDM. The empirical parameterization process likely led to anoma-
lously high C6 dispersion coecients due to the neglect of long-range dispersion in-
teractions, higher-order dispersion terms, and induced electronic polarization. Next-
generation force elds that account for these terms may return more realistic C6 disper-
sion interactions. Improved models for ve organic liquids were successfully developed,
demonstrating that it is possible to dene accurate force elds with physically-realistic
C6 dispersion coecients while using the standard form of the force eld. This pro-
cedure can also dramatically reduce the cost of the parameterization by reducing
the number of putative parameters to the small subset that are consistent with the
XDM-derived dispersion coecients.
Molecular-mechanical force elds use the same dispersion interaction parameters
for all atoms of the same type. In some cases, the XDM dispersion coecients spanned
a signicant range of values for atoms of the same type, indicating that the Lennard-
Jones parameters are not optimal for some atoms. This is particularly true for the
GAFF and OPLS force elds, which have fewer variants of Lennard-Jones parameters
than the CGenFF force eld. One example where molecular-mechanical atom typing
breaks down are methyl carbon atoms in electron-rich versus electron-poor environ-
ments, which XDM predicts to have signicantly dierent dispersion coecients. The
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introduction of new atom types motivated by groupings of C6 values may improve the
accuracy of force-eld models.
The Drude polarizable force eld displayed an even poorer correspondence with
the XDM C6 coecients than the three non-polarizable models. Several atom types
in the Drude force eld have dispersion coecients that are many times greater than
the XDM values. It is possible that the increased number of terms in this force eld,
due to the incorporation of the polarizability, cause the parameters to be underdeter-
mined. The parameter-tting process could benet from additional constraints, such
as physically-reasonable molecular dispersion coecients derived from XDM.
Some standard water models, such as TIP3P, have dispersion coecients that are
very similar to the XDM and experimental values. Other models, such as TIP4P-D
and SWM4-NDP, overestimate the magnitude of the dispersion coecient by up to
50%. Thus, the C6 coecient may be a worthwhile term to consider in the evaluation
of water models in order to ensure the dispersion interactions are physically realistic.
The use of quantum-chemical methods like XDM in the parameterization of dis-
persion interactions could provide new opportunities to develop more realistic force
elds, as illustrated here in the cases of benzene, toluene, cyclohexane, n-pentane,
and n-hexane. An immediate application of XDM will be to validate Lennard-Jones
parameters of force elds to ensure that the molecular and atomic C6 dispersion co-
ecients do not deviate from the XDM values by a large margin. XDM also provides
an eective means to calculate the C8 and C10 dispersion coecients, which are cur-
rently neglected from conventional molecular-mechanical force elds. Parameterizing
these terms had been impractical because the model is already underdetermined, but
XDM could provide reasonable ab initio values. This suggests a general strategy for
parameterizing the non-bonded parameters for force elds, where XDM is used to
assign the atomic dispersion coecients. The repulsive component could be derived
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from a QM potential energy surface, ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simula-
tion, topological analysis of the electron density, or empirical tting from molecular
dynamics simulations of condensed states.
Chapter 3
Evaluating the Dispersion
Coecients of General Force Fields
for Proteins Using XDM
This chapter is adapted with permission of the publisher from the article:
Walters, E., Mohebifar, M., Johnson, E.R., Rowley, C. N., Evaluating the London
Dispersion Coecients of Protein Force Fields Using the Exchange-Hole Dipole Mo-
ment Model, J. Phys. Chem. B, 2018, 122 (26), 6690{6701 doi: 10.1021/acs.jpcb.8b02814
3.1 Abstract
London dispersion is one of the fundamental intermolecular interactions involved in
protein folding and dynamics. The popular CHARMM36, Amber 14sb, and OPLS
All-atom (OPLS-AA) force elds represent these interactions through the C6=r
6 term
of the Lennard-Jones potential. The C6 parameters are assigned empirically, so these
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parameters are not necessarily a realistic representation of the true dispersion interac-
tions. In this work, dispersion coecients of all three force elds were compared to cor-
responding values from quantum-chemical calculations using the exchange-hole dipole
moment (XDM) model. The force eld values were found to be roughly 50% larger
than the XDM values for protein backbone and side-chain models. The CHARMM36
and Amber OL15 force elds for nucleic acids were also found to exhibit this trend.
To explore how these elevated dispersion coecients aect predicted properties, the
hydration energies of the side-chain models were calculated using the staged REMD-
TI method of Deng and Roux for the CHARMM36, Amber 14sb, and OPLS-AA
force elds. Despite having large C6 dispersion coecients, these force elds predict
side-chain hydration energies that are in generally good agreement with the exper-
imental values, including for hydrocarbon residues where the dispersion component
is the dominant attractive solute{solvent interaction. This suggests that these force
elds predict the correct total strength of dispersion interactions, despite C6 coe-
cients that are considerably larger than XDM predicts. An analytical expression for
the water{methane dispersion energy using XDM dispersion coecients shows that
that higher-order dispersion terms (i.e., C8 and C10) account for roughly 37.5% of the
hydration energy of methane. This suggests that the C6 dispersion coecients used
in contemporary force elds are elevated to account for the neglected higher-order
terms. Force elds that include higher-order dispersion interactions could resolve this
issue.
3.2 Introduction
XDM calculations provide a straightforward way to evaluate force-eld dispersion
coecients using quantum chemistry. Mohebifar et al. used XDM to assess the
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dispersion coecients of the GAFF, CGenFF, and OPLS-AA force elds for a set of
small organic molecules [55]. This report showed that the molecular C6 coecients for
GAFF, CGenFF, and OPLS-AA force elds are systematically 50% higher than the
XDM values. This trend is not universal; the C6 coecient of the TIP3P water model
is close to the XDM value, suggesting that the strength of dispersion interactions may
be unbalanced in simulations of molecules in solution.
In this work, we extend this analysis to evaluate the dispersion coecients of
molecular-mechanical force elds for proteins (Amber 14sb [34], CHARMM36 [100],
and OPLS-AA [101]) using XDM. The Amber OL15 and CHARMM36 nucleic acid
force elds are also evaluated. We note that many earlier versions of these force elds
use the same Lennard-Jones parameters. The relationship between the molecular
dispersion coecient and the computed hydration energy is investigated. Finally, we
explore the possible origins and potential resolutions to issues with the treatment of
dispersion in molecular-mechanical force elds.
3.3 Computational Methods
3.3.1 Side-Chain Models
Molecular models for the amino acid side chains were dened by deleting the amine
and carboxylic acid moieties and replacing the -carbon with a hydrogen atom. The
hydration energy of N-methylacetamide (NMA), a model for the protein backbone,
was also considered. The structures of these species are presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Structures of compounds used to model amino acid side chains.
3.3.2 XDM Calculations
To calculate the XDM dispersion coecients, the geometries of all side-chain and
nucleobase structures were optimized using DFT calculations with Gaussian 09 [66].
The PBE0 exchange-correlation functional [63] and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set [102]
were used for all calculations. This functional and basis set combination is generally
reliable for the calculation of molecular dipole moments and polarizabilities [67]. The
XDM dispersion coecients of each side chain and nucleobase were calculated from
the Gaussian wavefunction le using the postg code [70; 69].
3.3.3 Free Energy Simulations
The hydration energies of the side-chain models were calculated with CHARMM 41b1
using the staged Weeks, Chandler, and Andersen protocol of Deng and Roux [103].
The electrostatic component of the Gibbs energy of solvation was calculated from
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thermodynamic integration (TI) simulations with 11 values of  spaced evenly be-
tween 0 and 1, which corresponds to the solute{solvent electrostatic interaction. The
dispersion component of the hydration energy is then calculated by turning o the
solute{solvent dispersion interactions. Lastly, the repulsive component was calcu-
lated from a 9-stage free energy perturbation (FEP) calculation. A correction for the
truncation of long-range Lennard-Jones interactions was obtained by calculating the
average of the dierence of the solute{solvent Lennard-Jones interactions for a 12 A
cuto vs. a 40 A cuto, for a 1 ns simulation of the solute in a 72 A 72 A 72 A
cubic cell of water. Replica exchange was used to sample the congurational space
of the states in the TI/FEP process more eectively by allowing exchanges between
neighboring replicas every 1000 time steps, following the implementation of Jiang et
al [104]. Uncertainties were estimated by dividing the sampled data into three equal
sets and taking the standard deviation of the energies calculated from these values.
Water molecules were represented using the TIP3P model [57]. A water{vacuum in-
terfacial potential of -520 mV was included in the calculation of the Gibbs energy of
hydration of charged residues [105].
3.3.4 Molecular Dynamics Calculations
To provide quantitative examples of dispersion interactions, several molecular dynam-
ics simulations were conducted using Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics (NAMD) 2.12
[106]. In these simulations, the protein and lipid components were described using
the CHARMM36 force eld, while the Tamoxifen and LSD molecules were described
using the CGenFF force eld [59]. CHARMM-GUI was used to construct a pure
POPC bilayer containing 48 lipids [107]. The coordinates for the folded state of the
protein barnase were taken from the crystallographic structure (PDB ID: 1BRS) [108].
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Unfolded states were generated by 10 ns simulations at 600 K, followed by a 1 ns re-
equilibration at 298 K with the protein backbone atoms restrained to their unfolded
coordinates. The simulations of the LSD{GPCR complex were generated from the
crystallographic structure of 5-HT2B reported by Wacker et al (PDB ID: 4IB4) [109].
In all cases, the average Lennard-Jones interactions were calculated using the NAM-
Denergy plugin of VMD from three 2 ns simulations, where coordinates were saved
every 20 ps.
3.3.5 Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics
The AIMD simulation of aqueous methylthiol was performed using CP2K 2.5.1 [110].
The simulation cell contained methylthiol and 162 water molecules in a cubic cell with
an edge length of 16.7 A. The revPBE exchange-correlation functional [111] with the
D3 dispersion correction [112] was used, as it has been reported to be eective in
describing the structural properties of liquid water [113]. The electron density of the
system was represented using a TZVP basis set with a multigrid cuto of 300 Ry and
Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials [114]. The methylthiol radial distribution
function was calculated from a 100 ps simulation that followed a 20 ps equilibration.
Temperature was regulated using Langevin dynamics with a friction coecient of
5 ps 1. Bonds containing hydrogen were constrained to a distance of 0.96 A using the
SHAKE algorithm [115].
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3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Molecular Dispersion Coecients of Amino Acid Side-
Chains
One model for understanding the folding and membrane partitioning of proteins is
the hydration energies of side-chain models. Molecular models for protein side chains
are devised by truncating the side chain with a hydrogen atom that replaces the alpha
carbon, as shown in Figure 3.1. This provides a rough estimate of the thermodynamic
cost for the side chain to be exposed to the solvent. Together with N-methyl acetamide
(NMA), a model for the amide moiety of the protein backbone, these molecules serve
as test systems to evaluate the non-bonded force-eld parameters.
The atomic and molecular dispersion coecients of the molecules in Figure 3.1
were calculated using the CHARMM36 [100], OPLS-AA [101], and Amber 14sb [34]
force elds using the relation,
C6 = 4
6 (3.1)
where  and  are the atomic Lennard-Jones parameters dened for a given atom in
this force eld. The molecular dispersion coecient (C6;mol) is calculated from the
sum of all atomic pairs (C6;ij)
C6;mol =
X
ij
C6;ij: (3.2)
The molecular dispersion coecients of NMA and the side-chain models calculated
using XDM are correlated to the force-eld dispersion coecients in Figure 3.2. All
three force elds have molecular C6 dispersion coecients for the side chain models
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Figure 3.2: The correlation between molecular C6 coecients of the protein side
chain models. The dispersion coecients for arginine are highlighted. The gray line
indicates where a 1:1 correlation would lie. The points corresponding to the arginine
side chain are highlighted because of their broad range.
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that are systematically 40{50% higher than the QM values. In Chapter 2, the molec-
ular C6 coecients for a set of organic molecules from the Generalized Amber Force
Field (GAFF), OPLS-AA, and CGenFF force elds were also found to be roughly
50% larger than the XDM values.
3.4.2 Atomic Dispersion Coecients
To identify why the force-eld molecular C6 coecients are so much larger than the
XDM values, we compare the individual atomic dispersion coecients. The correlation
between the force eld and XDM atomic dispersion coecients is presented in Figure
3.3. One immediate observation is that the variation in atomic dispersion coecients
for a given element is much larger for the force elds than XDM predicts. The
XDM analysis suggests that the range of atomic dispersion coecients in molecular
systems should be modest.1 Specic comparisons of atomic dispersion coecients are
presented in the following sections.
Carbon
As carbon is the most common non-hydrogen element in the side-chain models, its
parameters aect the molecular dispersion coecients of the side chain-models most
signicantly. Broadly, the force-eld dispersion coecients for carbon are systemati-
cally larger and are distributed over a larger range than the XDM values; the XDM
values range from 19 a.u. to 24 a.u.,2 but the CHARMM36 values range from 19 a.u.
to 65 a.u. This trend is also present in the Amber 14sb and OPLS-AA force elds,
where the ranges for C-atom dispersion coecients are 38{39 a.u. and 35{84 a.u.,
1Iterative Hirshfeld approaches have been proposed as an alternative method of performing elec-
tron density partitioning, which might lead to a larger variation in atomic dispersion coecients
[85].
2The carbon atom of the carboxylic acid in Asp and Glu have C6 coecients of 32 a.u. due to
the electron-richness of the anion.
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Figure 3.3: The atomic C6 coecients of the amino acid side chain models. The gray
diagonal line indicates where the force eld would match the XDM value.
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respectively. This overestimation is partially countered by the small dispersion coef-
cients assigned to hydrogen atoms in the force eld; the force eld C6 coecients of
hydrogen atoms are generally less than 1 a.u., but XDM predicts these values to lie
in the 2{3 a.u. range. Nevertheless, the carbon atoms in all residues tend to have
dispersion coecients that are signicantly larger than the XDM values.
Hydrogen-Bonding Atom Types
Atoms that participate in hydrogen-bonding interactions tend to have dispersion
coecients that are much larger than the XDM value. This is pronounced in the
CHARMM36 force eld, where the dispersion coecients of all N atoms are assigned
values of 74.5 a.u., while the XDM values range between 10.5 a.u. to 19.6 a.u. Sim-
ilarly, the oxygen atoms of amides have values of 26.9 a.u., while the XDM value
is only 15.1 a.u. Hydroxyl oxygens have dispersion coecients of 43.4 a.u., but the
XDM value is only 12.4 a.u. The force eld atomic dispersion coecients of these
oxygen and nitrogen atoms are even larger than those of the carbon atoms, although
physically, these atoms are signicantly less polarizable than carbon atoms, so they
should have weaker dispersion interactions. This occurs in all three force elds, but
to dierent degrees.
One possible explanation for this trend is the empirical procedure used to parame-
terize these coecients, where the Lennard-Jones parameters were adjusted to predict
the liquid properties. In some cases, the hydrogen atom is assigned no Lennard-Jones
interaction term at all, so the dispersion interactions stemming from the hydrogen
atoms must be eectively absorbed into the dispersion-interaction term of their par-
ent atom [33]. Further, because these models neglect induced polarization and charge
transfer, the  and  terms are heavily adjusted to compensate for the missing associa-
tive interactions. This is an unattractive solution, because it could have unintended
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consequences, such as making these groups spuriously soluble in high-dispersion envi-
ronments (e.g., the interior of lipid bilayers). To resolve this issue, it would likely be
necessary to introduce additional terms to describe the unique electrostatic and repul-
sive components of hydrogen bonding rigorously. Including induced polarization alone
does not appear to resolve this issue because the parameters in the Drude polarizable
force eld also show this trend [55]. A recent reparameterization of the non-bonded
parameters of the GROningen MOlecular Simulation (GROMOS) parameter set for
small organic molecules (2016H66) yielded atomic C6 dispersion coecients for nitro-
gen atoms in the 40{42 a.u. range, indicating that eective force elds can employ
signicantly smaller dispersion coecients for nitrogen atoms [116].
Sulfur
The parameters for sulfur atom types found in cysteine and methionine vary signif-
icantly between the force elds. The dispersion coecient for sulfur atom types in
the CHARMM36 force eld is 267.5 a.u., while the XDM values are 96.4 a.u. and
89.5 a.u., respectively. Similarly, the OPLS-AA force eld assigns values of 268.5 a.u.
and 224.3 a.u. to C6 coecients of the Cys and Met sulfur atoms, respectively. In
contrast, the dispersion coecient assigned to these atom types in the Amber 14sb
force eld is only 149 a.u.
3.4.3 Side-Chain Hydration Energies
Although it is apparent that the force elds have dispersion coecients that are higher
than the XDM values, the eect of this dierence on the calculated properties is less
apparent. To explore this, we calculated the absolute Gibbs energy of hydration
of the side-chain models in an explicit solvent using the Weeks{Chandler{Andersen
(WCA) decomposition scheme of Deng and Roux [103]. This allows the hydration
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Figure 3.4: Correlation between experimental and calculated hydration energies of
the side-chain models for the neutral amino acids.
energy to be divided into electrostatic, dispersion, and repulsive components.3 The
dispersion component is of particular interest here, as this term results from the
interactions between the solute and the solvent through the dispersion component
of the Lennard-Jones interactions of the force elds. The correlation between the
calculated and experimental hydration energies is presented in Figure 3.4. A table
of the hydration energies and their decomposition into electrostatic, dispersion, and
repulsive components is included in the Appendix in Tables B.1, B.2, and B.3.
In general, the agreement between the side-chain hydration energies and the ex-
perimental values is reasonably good for all three force elds, which is consistent with
previous reports [103; 117; 118; 119; 120; 121]. All three force elds exhibit a small
bias to underestimate the solubility of the side-chains and the performance of the
3This is an inherently path-dependent procedure, so other decomposition schemes will assign
dierent values to the terms of the hydration energy.
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CHARMM36 force eld is incrementally better on the whole. The dispersion compo-
nent of the hydration energy is generally larger for the CHARMM36 force eld than
for the Amber 14sb or OPLS-AA models. Signicantly, all three force elds predict
reasonably-accurate hydration energies for the aliphatic side-chains (e.g., Ala, Val,
Ile, Leu), where the hydration energy is almost exclusively dependent on the balance
between the dispersion and repulsive components. This suggests that, although the
force eld C6 dispersion coecients are larger than the XDM values, the total solute{
water dispersion interactions are probably of approximately the correct strength. The
origin and potential solution of this apparent paradox is discussed in Section 3.4.5.
Side Chain Hydration Energy Prediction
The solvation energy of a hard sphere of radius R that experiences C6-dispersion
interactions with a surrounding solvent can be estimated analytically to be4
Gdisp =  4wC6;w mol
3R3
: (3.3)
The C6;mol terms are for like pairs of side chains, so the dispersion coecient for
the interaction between a water molecule and the side chain would be C6;w mol =p
C6;molC6;w. w is the number density of liquid water.
This suggests a linear relationship between the square root of the molecular C6
coecient and the calculated dispersion component of the hydration energy,
Gdisp  a
p
C6;mol + b: (3.4)
This linear relationship is apparent in Figure 3.5(a), which correlates the dispersion
component of the hydration energy calculated using free-energy simulations with the
4There are also more complex numerical methods for non-spherical structures. See Ref. 122.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Correlation between the force eld C6 molecular dispersion coecients
and the dispersion component of the hydration energy calculated from the free-energy
simulations. A strong correlation is observed for all three force elds. (b) Correla-
tion between the XDM C6 molecular dispersion coecients and the component of the
hydration energy calculated using the free-energy simulations. This correlation illus-
trates where the force-eld dispersion parameters yield a dispersion solvation energy
that is inconsistent with the XDM-predicted dispersion coecient.
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molecular C6 dispersion coecient of the force elds. This relation is strongly linear
for all three force elds, with coecients of determination of about 0.99.
Section 3.4.1 showed that there is a roughly linear correlation between the XDM
and force-eld molecular dispersion coecients (i.e. C6;FF / C6;XDM) for the side-
chain models. Combining this with Eqn. 3.4, which relates the molecular dispersion
coecient and dispersion component of the hydration energy, the XDM dispersion
coecients can be used to highlight where the calculated dispersion hydration energy
is inconsistent with the XDM dispersion coecient. The correlations between the
XDM molecular dispersion coecient and the calculated dispersion component of the
hydration energy are presented in Figure 3.5 (b). Points lying far from the line of
regression for each force eld indicate that the XDM molecular dispersion coecient
would predict a signicantly dierent dispersion component of the Gibbs energy of
hydration for that residue. The CHARMM36 models for Arg and NMA are signicant
outliers, as are the Amber 14sb models for Cys and Met.
The hydration energies of the aliphatic residues (Ala, Leu, Ile, and Val) are gener-
ally in good agreement with the experimental values. As these residues have minimal
electrostatic interactions with the solvent, the attractive component of the hydra-
tion energy is almost entirely due to dispersion interactions. Noting that the force
eld molecular dispersion coecient is strongly correlated to the hydration energy
and this molecular dispersion coecient is proportional to the XDM dispersion coef-
cient, Eqn. 3.4 can be used to estimate dispersion hydration free energies directly
from the XDM dispersion coecients. Linear regression was used to t the dispersion
component of the CHARMM36 hydration energies of the aliphatic side chains using
the XDM molecular dispersion coecients (a =  0:279, b =  1:44, R2 = 0:9973).
This linear relation was used to predict the dispersion contribution to the hydration
energy for the remaining side-chain models. This analysis is intended to highlight
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Table 3.1: Dispersion component of side-chain hydration energies extrapolated from
XDM and those calculated for each force eld using REMD-TI. Energies are in
kcal/mol.
residue XDM CHARMM36 Amber 14-SB OPLS-AA
Ile -10.94 -11.00 -10.30 -10.28
Leu -10.98 -10.80 -10.00 -10.09
Ala -4.52 -4.46 -4.00 -4.15
Val -8.80 -8.98 -8.40 -8.43
Asn -8.28 -9.47 -8.80 -9.18
Tyr -15.16 -15.75 -13.90 -14.19
Thr -7.54 -8.01 -7.70 -7.63
Cys -7.32 -8.52 -6.40 -7.42
Ser -5.39 -5.94 -5.50 -5.51
Met -11.56 -12.75 -10.50 -11.24
Trp -18.45 -19.10 -16.40 -16.81
Hid -11.61 -11.95 -11.70 -11.92
Gln -10.39 -11.24 -10.60 -10.93
Phe -14.34 -14.60 -12.60 -13.16
Asp -8.51 -8.42 -8.50 -8.89
Lys -11.86 -12.83 -11.60 -11.02
Arg -14.09 -16.75 -14.40 -12.50
Glu -10.58 -11.36 -10.40 -10.64
NMA -10.37 -12.36 -10.90 -11.51
where the force eld dispersion component of the hydration energy is inconsistent
with the rst-principles, XDM prediction. The predicted values are compared with
those calculated using free energy simulation in Table 3.1.
Generally, the dispersion components of the hydration energies calculated using
the free energy simulations are within 1 kcal/mol of the XDM-predicted values. There
are some systematic deviations, such as the relatively small dispersion component for
the aromatic residues (Phe, Trp, and Tyr) for the Amber 14sb force eld. For the
CHARMM36 force eld, the dispersion component of the hydration energies of sulfur-
containing and nitrogen-containing residues show the greatest deviations, which are
discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 3.6: Components of the hydration energy of the Cys and Met side chain
models. The CHARMM36 force eld has the strongest dispersion interactions, but
this is countered by a larger repulsive component.
Sulfur Containing Residues
The sulfur-containing side chains, Cys and Met, show a large variation in hydration
energies (Figure 3.6). The dierence in the dispersion component of the hydration
energy is particularly signicant; for the Cys side chain, this component ranges from
-8.5 kcal/mol for the CHARMM36 force eld to -6.4 kcal/mol for the Amber 14sb
force eld. The OPLS-AA force eld value of -7.4 kcal/mol is closest to the XDM-
predicted value of -7.3 kcal/mol. This variation in dispersion energy stems from the
atomic dispersion coecients of the sulfur atoms (see Section 3.4.2); the Amber 14sb
sulfur C6 coecients are less than half the OPLS-AA and CHARMM36 values. These
disparate values stem from the variation in the Lennard-Jones parameters for sulfur
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Figure 3.7: S{O radial distribution functions for methyl thiol (model for the Cys side
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14sb model underestimates the radius
predicted by the AIMD simulation while the OPLS-AA and CHARMM36 models
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Table 3.2: Sulfur{oxygen radii (rS O) calculated from the methylthiol radial distri-
bution functions, the force eld Lennard-Jones parameters (i.e.,  and "), and the
dispersion component of the methylthiol solvation energy (Gdisp).
Method rS O (A)  (A) " (kcal/mol) Gdisp (kcal/mol)
CHARMM36 3.25 3.56 -0.45 -8.27
Amber 14sb 3.17 3.56 -0.25 -6.40
OPLS-AA 3.26 3.6 -0.425 -7.42
AIMD 3.21
atoms in the force elds (Table 3.2).
The hydration energy of the Cys side chain is underestimated by all three models,
although there is a signicant variation in the components. The XDM-predicted dis-
persion component of the hydration energy is approximately  8 kcal/mol, most simi-
lar to value predicted by the CHARMM36 force eld. The repulsive energy predicted
by the CHARMM36 and OPLS-AA models are higher than those of the Amber 14sb
model. Analysis of the S{O(H2) radial distribution function of aqueous methylthiol
(Figure 3.7) shows that the CHARMM36 and OPLS-AA models yield an atomic ra-
dius (i.e., g(rS O) = 1) for sulfur that is approximately 0.05 A larger than the ab
initio value, suggesting that the repulsive component is too large. The same trend is
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repeated for the methionine side chain. This analysis suggests that the parameters
for the sulfur-containing residues could be improved in all three force elds.
3.4.4 Nitrogen-Containing Residues
For the CHARMM36 force eld, residues containing one or more nitrogen atoms (e.g.,
Lys, Arg, NMA, Asn, and Gln) tend to have larger water{side-chain dispersion inter-
actions than predicted from the XDM results. For each of these molecules, the XDM-
predicted dispersion component of the hydration energy is 1{3 kcal/mol smaller than
the value calculated using the CHARMM36 free-energy simulations. The spuriously
large contribution of nitrogen atoms to the non-polar component of the hydration
energy has also been noted by Mobley et al. [123]. This is consistent with the large
atomic dispersion coecients assigned to nitrogen atoms in the CHARMM36 force
eld (see Section 3.4.2), which results in a spurious increase in the strength of water{
side-chain dispersion interactions.
Arginine is an important example because the dispersion interactions between
arginine and the interior of lipid bilayers are signicant in the gating of ion channels
[124; 125] and arginine residues are often critical to binding nucleic acids [126]. As no
experimental hydration energy of the arginine side chain is available, the XDM predic-
tion is particularly informative. The dispersion component of the hydration energy
calculated using the CHARMM36 force eld is signicantly larger than the XDM-
predicted value (-16.75 kcal/mol vs -14.09 kcal/mol, respectively). The XDM analysis
predicts that the Amber 14-SB parameters are more consistent (-14.40 kcal/mol).
3.4.5 Improving the Description of Dispersion in Force Fields
The neglect of higher-order dispersion terms in the Lennard-Jones equation may ex-
plain why the force elds have high C6 dispersion coecients but yield reasonably
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Table 3.3: The dispersion component of the hydration energy of methane calculated
using the free-energy simulations (CHARMM36 alanine side-chain parameters) and
those calculated using Eqn. 3.5 using the XDM C6, C8, and C10 coecients.
method n G
simulation -4.4
analytical 6 -2.5
8 -1.0
10 -0.5
total -4.0
accurate hydration energies. Quantum chemical calculations have found that C8=r
8
and C10=r
10 terms account for approximately 30% of the dispersion interactions in
crystals [77]. When these terms are neglected, the empirical parameterization pro-
cess used to dene Lennard-Jones parameters will increase the strength of the C6=r
6
interactions to compensate.
To test this possibility, we calculated the XDM C6, C8, and C10 dispersion coef-
cients for methane and water. These data can be used to estimate the dispersion
component of the hydration energy using the expression,
Gdisp =  4w

C6;w mol
3R3
+
C8;w mol
5R5
+
C10;w mol
7R7

; (3.5)
where w is the number density of water, Cn;w mol are the water{solute dispersion
coecients calculated using XDM, and R is the solute{water radius (taken from the
arithmetic mean of methane and water Lennard-Jones radii, ). The coecients are
calculated from the XDM-calculated molecular dispersion coecients of the individual
molecules, combined using the relation Cn;w mol =
p
Cn;wCn;mol.
Based on this analytical expression, the C6 dispersion interaction accounts for the
largest portion of the hydration energy, but the C8 and C10 terms contribute 25% and
12% of the energy, respectively (Table 3.3). The total interaction calculated from all
the dispersion terms is  4:0 kcal/mol, which is close to the dispersion component of
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the Gibbs energy of hydration of methane (e.g., Ala) calculated with the CHARMM36
force eld. Previous analysis by Floris et al. concluded that C8 and C10 interactions
account for 12% of the dispersion component of the hydration energy of methane
[127]. This supports the hypothesis that the dispersion interactions stemming from
higher-order terms are included eectively in the C6 coecients of the Lennard-Jones
potential.
There are several signicant drawbacks to the practice of including higher-order
dispersion interactions through large \eective" C6 coecients. The distance depen-
dence of this dispersion interaction will be spuriously strong at long range, but weak
at short range. More generally, non-physical descriptions of dispersion interactions
limit the accuracy of calculations where solutes move between environments, such as
in membrane permeation and protein{ligand binding.
Replacing the Lennard-Jones potential with a non-bonded potential that explicitly
includes higher-order dispersion terms would resolve this issue in a more rigorous
way. Non-bonded potentials that include higher-order dispersion terms have been
used by chemical physicists for decades and there was discussion of including them
in early biomolecular force elds [78]. For example, in 1938, Buckingham devised an
equation of state for gaseous helium, neon, and argon using a potential that included
C8 dispersion [12]:
Enb(rij) = A  exp ( b  r)  C6;ij
r6ij
  C8;ij
r8ij
: (3.6)
The primary challenge associated with the inclusion of higher order dispersion terms
is that two to three dispersion coecients would have to be dened for each atom
type, although methods like XDM could provide reasonable estimates.
Separately, many of the anomalously large atomic dispersion coecients are those
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in hydrogen-bonding groups (e.g., amides and hydroxyls). Adjustments to the Lennard-
Jones parameters of these terms to capture the strength of hydrogen bonding despite
the neglect of induced polarization and charge transfer may be the origin of this eect.
The adoption of force elds that describe induced polarization explicitly [128; 129], or
include explicit terms to represent hydrogen bonds [130; 131; 132; 133], may resolve
this issue.
3.4.6 Evaluation of Nucleic Acid Force Fields
To test if trends in force-eld dispersion coecients identied for proteins also ex-
ist in nucleic-acid force elds, the dispersion coecients of the nucleobases from the
CHARMM36 [134] and Amber OL15 [135] force elds were compared to the XDM
values. These models overestimate the molecular dispersion coecients to an even
larger degree, with dispersion coecients that are more than 200% larger than the
XDM values. A major cause of these large force eld dispersion coecients is the
large atomic dispersion coecient for the nucleobase nitrogen atoms; the CHARMM
and Amber nucleic-acid force elds have dispersion coecients of 74 a.u. and 58 a.u.,
respectively, for the nucleobase nitrogens, while XDM C6 coecients for these atoms
range from 13{19 a.u. The propensity of the force elds to attribute stronger disper-
sion interactions should favor states where the nucleobases are in close contact with
each other (e.g., in the base-paired state vs a solvent-exposed state), although, in re-
ality, base-pairing is predominantly an electrostatic interaction [136]. In the absence
of experimental nucleobase hydration energies, we cannot perform the same analysis
on the nucleic acid force elds as we did on the protein force elds. The relationships
between the force eld dispersion coecients and the XDM dispersion coecients are
very similar to those of the protein force elds, so nucleic acid force elds are ex-
pected to demonstrate similar trends in the strength of dispersion interactions as the
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and the CHARMM36 and Amber 14sb force elds.
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nitrogenous amino acids.
3.5 Conclusions
The XDM model was used to evaluate the dispersion coecients in the CHARMM36,
Amber 14sb, and OPLS-AA force elds for proteins. In keeping with prior reports, we
nd that the C6 dispersion coecients of these force elds are systematically larger
than the QM-based XDM model. The Amber OL15 and CHARMM nucleic acid
force elds also showed this trend. This trend results from large atomic dispersion
coecients, particularly for hydrogen-bonding atom types. Interestingly, not all water
models exhibit this trend; for example, the C6 dispersion coecient of the popular
TIP3P water model is close to the XDM value.
Despite these large dispersion coecients, hydration energies of the amino acid
side chains calculated using the force elds are generally in good agreement with the
experimental values. This is true even for aliphatic residues, where dispersion is the
dominant attractive intermolecular interaction between the solvent and the solution.
This suggests that the force-eld parameters capture the correct strength of water{
side-chain dispersion interactions, even though the C6 dispersion coecients are sys-
tematically larger than the XDM values. Internally consistent dispersion components
of the solvation energy can also be estimated by this analysis, and the CHARMM
force eld was found to dene anomalously strong dispersion interactions for the Cys,
Met, Arg, and amide residues.
Analysis of the methane{water solvation energy using an analytical expression
shows that higher order terms (i.e., C8 and C10 ) account for a signicant fraction of the
dispersion energy. This suggests that the C6 coecients in contemporary force elds
are \eective" dispersion coecients that capture neglected associative interactions,
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like higher-order dispersion, in addition to dispersion strictly due to instantaneous-
dipole{induced-dipole interactions. Although this is clearly eective for describing
some simulated properties of proteins, this practice may limit the accuracy of molec-
ular simulations, particularly for processes where there is a net change in the total
strength of dispersion interactions. Explicitly including higher-order dispersion terms
in molecular-mechanical force elds is a potential solution to this problem.
Chapter 4
Development of a Water Model
with an Improved Non-bonded
Potential
4.1 Abstract
A molecular mechanical model for liquid water is developed that replaces the Lennard-
Jones potential with a revised, physically-motivated potential. The model has three-
atomic sites and a virtual site located on the 6 HOH bisector (i.e., a TIP4P-type
model). Dispersion interactions are represented by both C6=r
6 and C8=r
8 terms. This
higher order C8 dispersion term has been neglected by most force elds. This improved
potential is implemented in OpenMM. Using this implementation, the ForceBalance
code was used to dene parameters that optimally reproduce the experimental phys-
ical properties of liquid water. The resulting model is in good agreement with the
experimental density, dielectric constant, enthalpy of vaporization, thermal compress-
ibility, isothermal expansion coecient, diusion coecient, and radial distribution
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function. This improved non-bonded potential could provide the basis to develop
improved force elds that treat repulsion and dispersion interactions more rigorously.
4.2 Introduction
Molecular mechanical force elds underlie materials and biomolecular simulations.
These models must eectively capture the signicant intermolecular interactions present
in a system using computationally-ecient functions. Although these interactions
all originate from complex electron{electron, proton{proton, and electron{proton
Coulombic interactions, they can be eectively simplied into pairwise electrostatic,
London dispersion, and Pauli repulsion interactions.
In most popular molecular mechanical models, electrostatic interactions are de-
scribed by Coulombic interactions between a set point charges (q) at atomic centers
or positions dened with respect to those atomic centers. Some more elaborate models
extend this to include the eects of induced polarization and charge transfer, but force
eld developers have been able to identify static charges that capture these complex
electrostatic interactions in an eective way.
Dispersion interactions are a ubiquitous, attractive intermolecular force arising
through interaction between instantaneous electric moments in neighbouring atoms.
To a reasonable approximation, this interaction can be approximated as a pairwise
sum,
Vdisp(r) =  C6
r6
  C8
r8
  C10
r10
(4.1)
Here, Cn is a coecient that depends on the pair of interacting atoms. The C6
term is the strongest and longest-range term, although quantum chemical analysis
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and equations of state have found that C8 and C10 terms can yield signicant inter-
molecular interactions. Terms higher than C10 are typically insignicant.
Pauli repulsion originates from the overlap of electron density clouds of atoms
at close range. As the electron density of atoms follows an exponential dependence,
the interaction potential can be described accurately as an exponential decay (i.e.,
A  exp( br)), but repulsive polynomial terms are often used instead (e.g., A=r12).
In most popular molecular mechanical models, the dispersion and repulsive terms are
represented using the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential [7],
Vnb(r) = ALJ
r12
  C6
r6
: (4.2)
In this potential, the A=r12 term is intended to represent Pauli repulsion, while
the  C6=r6 term represents London dispersion interactions. Higher order dispersion
terms are neglected.
These models require the denition of atomic charges and the A and C6 Lennard-
Jones parameters. Generally, this is performed by tting the parameters such that the
predicted properties reproduce the physical properties of the liquid to a reasonable
degree of accuracy. As these intermolecular potentials and simulation algorithms are
inexact, the parameters may take on \eective" values that result in correct predic-
tions of the targeted physical properties, but may be inconsistent with the molecular
origin of these properties.
The correct strength of dispersion interactions has been a contentious subject in
biomolecular simulation [47; 48; 49; 50]. In Chapter 2 and 3, force eld dispersion
parameters were compared to ab initio values calculated using the eXchange-hole
Dipole Moment (XDM) model. This analysis showed that molecular C6 coecients
vary widely between force elds, but they were systematically higher than the ab initio
values. This trend was attributed to the neglect of higher order dispersion terms from
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the Lennard-Jones potential.
There are several alternatives to the Lennard-Jones potential that could resolve
some of these issues. Buckingham proposed an intermolecular function to describe
the interactions of noble gases [12],
Vnb(r) = A  exp ( b  r)  C6
r6
  C8
r8
: (4.3)
Here, the repulsive interaction is described by the A  exp( b  r) term, where the
A and b parameters dene the strength of the repulsion. Dispersion interactions are
represented by the C6=r
6 and C8=r
8 terms. This potential has several advantages over
the Lennard-Jones potential. The exponential term is a more realistic description of
Pauli repulsion than the polynomial A=r12 term, which is advantageous in simula-
tions where strong attractive interactions, high temperatures, or high pressures result
in frequent repulsive contacts. Explicit inclusion of the C8=r
8 allow the dispersion
interaction to be more-realistically described as a combination of the longer-range
C6=r
6 term with a shorter range C8=r
8 term, instead of the current practice where all
dispersion interactions are eectively included in the C6=r
6 term.
One issue with the basic form of the Buckingham potential is that the potential
becomes innitely negative as r ! 0. This is a consequence of the exponential term
being nite at r = 0, but the dispersion terms becoming innitely negative. As
a result, Tang and Toennis proposed that the dispersion terms be damped by an
incomplete gamma function [137],
fdamp;n(r) = 1  exp( r)
nX
k=0
(r)k
k!
(4.4)
Vnb(r) = A  exp ( b  r)  fdamp;6(r)C6
r6
  fdamp;8(r)C8
r8
: (4.5)
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where  is a parameter that corresponds to the strength of the damping.
This non-bonded potential is much more amenable for calculating the long range
component of the C6 interaction energy using lattice summation methods. As the
C8=r
8 term is shorter range than the C6=r
6 term, a non-bonded cuto can be applied
to this term without neglecting a large component of the dispersion energy.
Although this type of intermolecular potential has found use in chemical physics,
condensed-matter molecular simulations still overwhelmingly depend on the Lennard-
Jones potential to describe these interactions. The foremost barrier to adopting these
non-bonded potentials is that it would be necessary to dene a complete set of pa-
rameters to describe the interaction of each pair of atoms. Determination of optimal
parameters has generally been a slow process, where a large set of parameter combi-
nations must be tested. In 2014, Leeping, Martinez, and Pande released the Force-
Balance code [93], which allows optimal parameters for force elds to be determined
using a gradient-directed optimization of the parameters.
The ForceBalance code was successfully used to develop new parameters for the
TIP3P and TIP4P water models that best described the physical properties of wa-
ter. A target function was dened based on the enthalpy of vaporization, density,
isothermal compressibility, heat capacity, dielectric constant, the thermal expansion
coecient of liquid water at standard conditions (298.15 K, 101.325 kPa).
(A; b; C6; C8; qLP ; lLP ) =b1  (ref   calc)2+
b2  (Hvap;ref  Hvap;calc)2+
b3  ("0;ref   "0;calc)2
(4.6)
The models derived from this optimization, termed TIP3P-FB and TIP4P-FB,
provided a signicantly improved description of the physical, transport, and structure
properties of water. This code provides a viable path to determining appropriate
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parameters for simulations using the potential dened in Eqn. 4.5. In this work, we
present the development of a new model for liquid water using ForceBalance. This
water model is intended to serve as the cornerstone of a new force eld based on this
improved potential.
4.3 Computational Methods
The simulation cell was a cubic cell containing 215 water molecules (18.64 A). Elec-
trostatic interactions were calculated using the Particle Mesh Ewald method. The C6
term of the dispersion interaction was calculated using a lattice-summation method
to capture the long-range component.
All simulations were performed using a modied version of OpenMM 7.2 [138].
Both vectorized and Compute Unied Device Architecture (CUDA)-platform Graph-
ical Processing Unit (GPU)-accelerated variants were implemented to enable high-
performance on modern computing architectures.
The ForceBalance method allows the force eld optimization process to be per-
formed eciently. Parameters can be determined eciently using a gradient-directed
optimization of the target function.
The enthalpy of vaporization was calculated from the average potential energy of
the simulation,
Hvap = RT   hViliq=Nmol (4.7)
where Nmol is the number of molecules in the simulation.
The thermal expansion coecient (P ) was calculated from,
P =
[hV  Vi   hU  Vi+ P (hV 2i   hV i2)]
kBT 2hV i (4.8)
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Table 4.1: Optimal parameters for a 4-point water model with the Buckingham 6-8
potential.
parameter value
A (kJ mol 1) 1:25 106
b (nm 1) 41:15
C6 (kJ mol
 1 nm6) 2:57 10 3
C8 (kJ mol
 1 nm8) 3:12 10 5
qO (e)  1:03
where V is the volume of the system.
The dielectric constant was calculated using the relation
"0 = 1 +
4(hM2i   hMi2)
3hV ikBT (4.9)
where M is the net dipole moment of the simulation cell and V is the volume of the
cell.
The diusion coecient was calculated from an NVE trajectory of the system using
the Einstein relation with the correction for nite size eects by Yeh and Hummer
[139],
D =
1
6t
hjri(t)  ri(0)j2i+ 2:837297 kBT
6L
: (4.10)
4.4 Results and Discussion
This method was used to assign the parameters for the Buckingham-type potential
with 6th and 8th order dispersion (B68) water model. The optimization proceeded
for 34 iterations until converging to an optimal set of parameters. These parameters
are presented in Table 4.1.
This model is in generally good agreement for the targeted physical properties
(Table 4.2). The dielectric constants are considerably improved over the TIP3P water
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Figure 4.1: Radial distribution functions of TIP3P, TIP4P-FB, and B68 water models.
Table 4.2: Properties of liquid water (298 K and 101.325 kPa) predicted by the
optimized B68 water model. Density, dielectric constant, enthalpy of vaporization,
thermal expansion coecient, isothermal compressibility, and heat capacity predicted
by TIP3P, TIP4P-FB, and B68 as well as the experimental values are shown.
Property TIP3P TIP4P-FB B68 Exptl.
 (kg m 3) 983.627 995.779 997.100 997.045
"0 95.809 77.288 81.040 78.409
Hvap (kJ mol 1) 37.108 45.210 44.293 43.989
 (10 4 K 1) 9.049 2.442 2.609 2.572
 (10 6 bar 6) 57.820 45.191 43.042 45.247
Cp (10
 6 cal mol 1 K 1) 16.629 18.961 17.182 18.002
model. The O{O radial distribution function of this model is presented in Figure
4.1, along with those for Lennard-Jones based TIP3P and TIP4P-FB models and an
experimental prole determined by X-ray scattering experiments. The rst peak of the
B68 radial distribution function is less steep than the TIP3P and TIP4P-FB models,
which is in better agreement with the experimental data. This is likely due to the
softer, exponential repulsive potential in the B68 model. The regions corresponding
to the rst minimum and second coordination sphere (r = 2:5  5:0 A) are similar to
the experimental data and the TIP4P-FB model.
The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant, thermal expansion coef-
cient, compressibility, and density of liquid water calculated using these models is
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Figure 4.2: Temperature dependence of liquid water properties over the temperature
range of 270 K to 350 K calculated using the TIP3P, TIP4P-FB, and B68 water
models compared to the experimental values. Data for TIP3P and TIP4P-FB are
taken from Ref. [93].
presented in Figure 4.2. Notably, the temperature dependence of the TIP3P water
model is poor for all four properties. The B68 model tends to overestimate the dielec-
tric constant over the full temperature range and underestimates the compressibility
of water at low temperatures, but otherwise its performance is comparable to the
TIP4P-FB water model for most properties.
To assess the additional computational cost of the more complex B68 potential
in comparison to traditional Lennard-Jones models, benchmark simulations were per-
formed. Vectorized and Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) accelerated versions of the
B68 potential have been implemented in OpenMM 7.2. The benchmark simulations
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were performed in NVE conditions using a 64 A 64 A 64 A box containing 8673
molecules. For the GPU simulations, two NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs were used, and
the CPU simulations were done using 12 Intel R Xeon R E5-2667 CPUs in multi-thread
mode. For comparison, simulations were also performed using a simulation cell of the
same dimensions with the TIP4P-FB water model, which employs a conventional
Lennard-Jones non-bonded potential. The increased cost of the B68 non-bonded po-
tential is modest, with the speed of the simulations decreasing by 21%. The B86
simulations are 12.8 times faster when performed on the GPU, although the Lennard-
Jones code runs 14 times faster on the GPU. This can be attributed to the calculations
of exponential terms in the repulsive term and damping functions in the B68 poten-
tial, which are computationally-slower operations than the purely polynomial terms
in the Lennard-Jones potential.
4.5 Conclusions
Using the ForceBalance code, a molecular mechanical model for liquid water was de-
veloped. This model diers from established water models because it replaces the
Lennard-Jones non-bonded potential with a more sophisticated potential that de-
scribes interatomic Pauli repulsion. The physical properties and radial distribution
function are in excellent agreement with experimental data. The GPU-accelerated
and vectorized implementations of this potential were incorporated into OpenMM 7.2.
Benchmark simulations show this potential is only modestly more computationally-
intensive than conventional Lennard-Jones-based potentials.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
In Chapters 2 and 3, the XDM model from DFT was used to evaluate the Lon-
don dispersion coecients in selected popular general force elds (CGenFF, GAFF,
OPLS, and Drude) and popular protein force elds (CHARMM36, OPLS-AA, and
AMBER14sb). The force eld C6 coecients were determined through the Lennard-
Jones parameters. All force elds systematically overestimate atomic and molecular
dispersion coecients relative to XDM.
To evaluate whether these inated parameters aect the properties calculated from
simulations, the the hydration energies of protein side chain models were calculated.
These hydration energies are in a good agreement with the experimental data, which
suggests that despite the overestimation in force eld C6 coecients, the total water{
side-chain dispersion energies are of approximately the correct strength.
QM calculations have shown that the higher order dispersion interactions (i.e., C8
and C10) accounts for a large portion of the total dispersion energy. The Lennard-
Jones potential used in the studied force elds neglect the higher order dispersion
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terms. Also, the Lennard-Jones parameters of these force elds were empirically t
such that the models predict the physical properties of bulk liquids accurately. This
suggests that the parameterization process has eectively increased the C6 parame-
ters to compensate for neglected higher order dispersion interactions. This approach
limits the accuracy of simulations because higher-order dispersion terms have dier-
ent distance dependencies, so the dispersion interactions of these models should be
shorter-range than the current models that place all dispersion interactions in the C6
term.
In Chapter 4, a new water model with an improved representation for London dis-
persion forces, including higher order dispersion terms, was developed. A Buckingham-
type non-bonded potential was implemented into OpenMM, replacing the Lennard-
Jones potential. The model was then optimized using the ForceBalance code. The
optimized model was able to predict the physical properties and radial distribution
function of water accurately.
5.2 Future Work
The improved treatment of dispersion has immediate applications to study aspects of
chemistry such has high pressure phases of liquids [140] and host-guest systems like
methane hydrates [141]. The development of molecular mechanical force elds with
improved descriptions of London dispersion forces can be extended to a vast range of
molecules and atom types, including organic molecules, proteins, and biomolecules.
In the long term, a complete set of parameters for the B68 potential would allow
biophysical phenomena like membrane permeation, protein folding, and protein-ligand
binding to be simulated with greater accuracy. This could ultimately allow improved
predictions of drug activity and protein structure. More accurate force elds also
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require improved descriptions of electrostatic interactions like induced polarization
and charge transfer. The combination of the B68 non-bonded potential with a charge-
on-a-spring [25] or polarizable atomic multipole [142] model would provide a model
that describes repulsion, higher-order dispersion, and included polarization rigorously.
To be adopted by the broader simulation community, the code for the new non-
bonded potentials, that has already been implemented OpenMM, will have to be
transfered into other molecular dynamics software packages, such as GROMACS,
NAMD, etc. Also, further performance optimization is required in the current imple-
mentation of the Buckingham potential. This will require signicant modications to
the code for calculations of non-bonded interactions, but it will also require extensive
modications to other components of these codes, such as the parameter le format
specication.
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Appendix A
Conversion of Dispersion
Coecients
The postg XDM code directly reports C6 dispersion coecients in atomic units. Pa-
rameter les for GROMACS and CHARMM store the dispersion coecients through
the parameters for the Lennard-Jones potential (Figure A.1). In GROMACS, the LJ
potential is dened as
VLJ(r) = 4"

r
12
 

r
6
: (A.1)
The C6 coecient, in terms of these  and " parameters, is
C6 = 4"
6: (A.2)
These LJ parameters are given in terms of kJ/mol for " and nm for . The conversion
to atomic units is
1(kJ=mol)nm6 = 17344:659 a.u. (A.3)
CHARMM denes the Lennard-Jones potential in terms of the location of the
100
potential-energy minimum, Rmin, instead of .
VLJ(r) = "
"
Rmin
r
12
  2

Rmin
r
6#
(A.4)
= "
R12min
r12
  2"R
6
min
r6
; (A.5)
In terms of Rmin, C6 is dened as
C6 = 2"Rmin
6: (A.6)
These LJ parameters are given in terms of kcal/mol for " and A for Rmin.
1 The
conversion to atomic units is
1(kcal=mol)A
6
= 0:07257 a.u. (A.7)
1CHARMM-format parameter les actually store Rmin=2
Appendix B
Tables of Side Chain Hydration
Energies
Table B.1: Hydration energies of side-chain models calculated using the CHARMM36
force eld. The energies are in units of kcal/mol. Dispersion coecients are in atomic
units. Experimental values are taken from Refs. 143 and 144.
Residue Gelec Gdisp Grep Gtotal Gexptl C6;FF C6;XDM
Ile  0:05 0:00  10:85 0:00 13:38 0:05 2:48 0:05 2:08 1476:2 1154:4
Leu  0:05 0:00  10:73 0:00 13:17 0:00 2:39 0:00 2:28 1515:3 1164:5
Ala 0:00 0:00  4:41 0:00 6:79 0:07 2:38 0:07 2:00 147:8 121:3
Val  0:05 0:00  8:91 0:00 11:35 0:02 2:40 0:02 1:96 877:5 692:3
Asn  9:23 0:02  9:37 0:02 10:78 0:00  7:82 0:05  9:72 950:7 598:0
Tyr  6:09 0:00  15:56 0:02 16:61 0:05  5:04 0:07  6:13 3736:0 2410:5
Thr  6:12 0:00  8:01 0:02 10:18 0:02  3:94 0:05  4:90 643:8 476:0
Cys  1:12 0:00  8:45 0:00 9:25 0:05  0:32 0:05  1:24 732:9 442:3
Ser  6:26 0:00  5:94 0:00 7:91 0:02  4:29 0:02  5:08 286:6 199:5
Met  0:60 0:00  12:56 0:00 13:67 0:02 0:52 0:02  1:49 2161:1 1311:1
Trp  5:62 0:02  18:81 0:02 18:67 0:05  5:76 0:10  5:91 5967:1 3703:3
Hid  11:52 0:02  11:88 0:00 13:10 0:02  10:30 0:05  10:25 1689:7 1322:5
Gln  9:15 0:02  11:24 0:00 12:81 0:05  7:59 0:07  9:42 1570:8 1023:9
Phe  1:74 0:00  14:38 0:02 15:65 0:05  0:47 0:07  0:76 3115:0 2130:8
Asp  87:33 0:02  8:42 0:00 10:30 0:02  85:46 0:05  80:65 736:7 638:7
Lys  67:72 0:10  12:69 0:00 14:56 0:05  65:86 0:14  69:24 2082:6 1389:5
Arg  60:45 0:02  16:48 0:02 16:73 0:02  60:21 0:07 3910:7 2046:1
Glu  84:82 0:02  10:43 0:00 12:38 0:02  82:87 0:05  79:12 1291:7 1069:7
NMA  8:41 0:00  12:36 0:00 13:12 0:07  7:65 0:07  10:10 1937:9 1019:9
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Table B.2: Hydration energies of side-chain models calculated using the Amber 14sb
force eld. The energies are in units of kcal/mol. Dispersion coecients are in atomic
units.
Residue Gelec Gdisp Grep Gtotal Gexptl C6;FF C6;XDM
Ile  0:07 0:00  10:25 0:00 12:55 0:00 2:22 0:00 2:08 1679:0 1154:4
Leu  0:10 0:00  10:04 0:02 12:33 0:05 2:20 0:07 2:28 1679:0 1164:5
Ala 0:00 0:00  4:00 0:00 6:41 0:05 2:40 0:05 2:00 147:9 121:3
Val  0:17 0:02  8:38 0:02 10:61 0:05 2:07 0:10 1:96 984:3 692:3
Asn  10:56 0:00  8:78 0:00 9:85 0:02  9:50 0:02  9:72 995:9 598:0
Tyr  5:98 0:00  13:89 0:02 15:30 0:02  4:57 0:05  6:13 3619:7 2410:5
Thr  5:69 0:00  7:74 0:00 9:27 0:05  4:16 0:05  4:90 738:6 476:0
Cys  1:84 0:00  6:37 0:02 8:20 0:02  0:01 0:05  1:24 516:0 442:3
Ser  5:81 0:00  5:53 0:00 7:10 0:02  4:24 0:02  5:08 301:0 199:5
Met  1:53 0:00  10:41 0:02 12:48 0:05 0:54 0:07  1:49 1813:7 1311:1
Trp  6:12 0:02  16:38 0:02 17:23 0:24  5:26 0:29  5:91 5532:4 3703:3
Hid  9:25 0:02  11:74 0:02 12:50 0:07  8:49 0:12  10:25 2218:5 1322:5
Gln  11:26 0:02  10:64 0:00 11:93 0:05  9:97 0:07  9:42 1694:1 1023:9
Phe  2:25 0:00  12:59 0:02 14:56 0:07  0:28 0:10  0:76 2940:3 2130:8
Asp  77:06 0:05  8:53 0:00 9:63 0:10  75:96 0:14  80:65 897:5 638:7
Lys  63:49 0:02  11:62 0:00 13:38 0:02  61:72 0:05  69:24 2165:7 1389:5
Arg  58:04 0:05  14:34 0:02 15:32 0:05  57:06 0:12 3569:2 2046:1
Glu  77:37 0:02  10:41 0:00 11:59 0:05  76:18 0:07  79:12 1565:2 1069:7
NMA  9:15 0:00  10:86 0:02 12:07 0:05  7:94 0:07  10:10 1730:1 1019:9
Table B.3: Hydration energies of side-chain models calculated using the OPLS-AA
force eld. The energies are in units of kcal/mol. Dispersion coecients are in atomic
units.
Residue Gelec Gdisp Grep Gtotal Gexptl C6;FF C6;XDM
Ile  0:05 0:00  10:28 0:02 12:50 0:02 2:17 0:05 2:08 1529:4 1154:4
Leu 0:00 0:00  10:09 0:00 12:28 0:05 2:19 0:05 2:28 1529:4 1164:5
Ala 0:00 0:00  4:15 0:00 6:31 0:00 2:16 0:00 2:00 144:6 121:3
Val  0:05 0:00  8:43 0:00 10:56 0:02 2:09 0:02 1:96 905:0 692:3
Asn  9:37 0:00  9:21 0:00 10:04 0:00  8:54 0:00  9:72 1155:3 598:0
Tyr  6:76 0:00  14:20 0:00 15:37 0:02  5:59 0:02  6:13 3739:0 2410:5
Thr  6:07 0:00  7:63 0:00 9:37 0:00  4:33 0:00  4:90 691:7 476:0
Cys  1:65 0:00  7:43 0:00 8:58 0:02  0:49 0:02  1:24 732:3 442:3
Ser  6:14 0:00  5:51 0:00 7:31 0:02  4:34 0:02  5:08 298:5 199:5
Met  2:15 0:00  11:23 0:00 12:81 0:02  0:57 0:02  1:49 2048:8 1311:1
Trp  5:54 0:00  16:80 0:00 17:38 0:05  4:97 0:05  5:91 5859:6 3703:3
Hid  9:46 0:00  11:99 0:00 12:62 0:00  8:84 0:00  10:25 2293:3 1322:5
Gln  9:56 0:00  11:01 0:00 11:88 0:02  8:70 0:02  9:42 1850:6 1023:9
Phe  2:32 0:00  13:17 0:00 14:53 0:02  0:96 0:02  0:76 3149:3 2130:8
Asp  83:03 0:00  9:20 0:00 9:66 0:02  82:57 0:02  80:65 1075:9 638:7
Lys  70:04 0:02  11:44 0:00 13:55 0:02  67:93 0:05  69:24 2046:1 1389:5
Arg  61:48 0:00  12:99 0:00 15:44 0:02  59:04 0:02 2805:7 2046:1
Glu  83:44 0:02  11:03 0:00 11:64 0:05  82:82 0:07  79:12 1749:3 1069:7
NMA  7:48 0:00  11:51 0:00 12:40 0:05  6:58 0:05  10:10 1984:5 1019:9
